Editorial Note

The present publication contains the contributions presented during the Jubilee Session organized to commemorate the ninetieth birthday of Stanisław Michnowski, many-year leader of the atmospheric electricity group at the Institute of Geophysics, the pioneer of atmospheric electricity and thunderstorm research in Poland, and world-renown expert in this field. The Jubilee Session was held in Warsaw on November 20, 2008.

The publication consists of two parts. The first, introductory part is thematically related to the Jubilee and contains addresses and recollections of people engaged in scientific collaboration with Stanisław Michnowski. This is followed by a set of papers presenting new developments in atmospheric electricity achieved by the scientists from the Institute of Geophysics and other institutions. Stanisław Michnowski himself is a co-author of one of the papers, and his inspiration and advice had an impact on many other.

Stanisław Michnowski during the Jubilee Ceremony at the Institute of Geophysics.
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The present monographic volume is a consecutive collection of papers dealing with atmospheric electricity that has been published, along with the 60-year Świder Observatory Atmospheric Electricity Yearbooks, in the frame of the Publications of the Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences.

Our new monograph related to atmospheric electricity has a specific character, as it is an output of the Jubilee Session to commemorate the ninetieth birthday of Stanisław Michnowski – the pioneer and leader of modern research in some branches of atmospheric electricity and lightning investigations. He organized the atmospheric electricity laboratory of our Institute over 60 years ago, and was its many-year head. He is well known in the scientific world and highly appreciated by the international community of atmospheric electricity researchers.
His scientific results were very important and innovative, as documented by over 100 publications, a significant part in journals of high standard. Let me quote Professor Lothar Ruhnke, former President of the International Commission on Atmospheric Electricity: “Michnowski has significantly contributed to the study of the effect of solar wind and magnetic variations on the global circuit. He also wrote a significant paper on initiation of lightning in clouds.”

I would like to especially point out a number of papers related to his research in the frame of our scientific expedition to Vietnam during the International Geophysical Year 1957-58; Stanislaw Michnowski has organized continuous observations and recordings of the electric field at the stations Cha-Pa and Phu-Lien established there in a frame of cooperative Polish-Vietnamese geophysical program. He has continued this scientific cooperation with the Vietnamese researchers during almost 50 years!

Many of his results were presented at important international meetings over the world. He organized the International Workshop on Global Atmospheric Electricity Measurements held in Poland in 1989, and contributed to organization of the International Conference on Atmospheric Electricity in St. Petersburg, Russia. He was also a pioneer of researches on the electric atmospheric precursors of earthquakes in our Institute.

Last but not least, I have to point out his important personal contribution to the resistance against the Nazis occupation of Poland during the II World War.

In spite of his ninety years of age, he is a very active and hard working scientist, full of plans and ideas for future research, so we are looking forward to his next contributions.
Dear Mr. Stanislaus, Dear Mr. Director, Dear Sirs!

Please accept my sincere thankfulness for the invitation to this nice and very important ceremony. I am extremely honoured and very glad to be here. It is not only my great pleasure, but also a best opportunity for me to extend my warmest congratulations on such splendid 90th anniversary of the birth and to express the best wishes for a happy future, good health and great satisfaction to you, Mr. Stanislaus. I join you with all my heart. Acting in accordance with the practice of jubilee ceremonies I try to reach for some recollections concerning your very rich past and interesting experiences. Some events and facts connected mainly with your patriotic and scientific activity have been kept strongly in my mind.

From the very beginning of our acquaintance, the silhouette of Mr. Stanislaus Michnowski has been associated in my consciousness with his unusual patriotism on the one hand and with his great professional activity on the other.

During the Second World War he was strongly engaged into the conspiracy activity of the resistance movement. Together with future outstanding Professor S. Bernas he took part in many serious and successful actions against the occupation of our country.

After the war he came back to his studies undertaken previously in the Warsaw University of Technology. He majored in high voltage engineering and entered into close cooperation with famous Professor J.L. Jakubowski, locating his own scientific interest in the lightning phenomena and then in physics of the atmosphere.

The beginnings of our professional contacts go back to the sixties. They have been connected with registration of lightning discharges by means of the so-called
CIGRE counters. Thanks to foreign contacts of Professor Jakubowski, making it possible to take advantage of the concept and help of Swedish experts, and thanks to meaningful participation of Dr. S. Michnowski, the counters have been installed also in Poland. However, two essential scientific problems connected with their operational use had to be solved:

− the problem of sensitivity and functioning reach,
− the problem of selectivity in registration of cloud-to-ground discharges.

Dr. Michnowski engaged himself very seriously into solution of these problems. The opening of a new investigation centre in this time (it was the year 1965), namely the Central Geophysical Observatory in Belsk, was a favourable circumstance for such a task. Investigations have been performed both in this Observatory as well as in the Geophysical Observatory in Świder, where Dr. Michnowski conducted scientific activity in atmospheric electricity. The results of his investigations on CIGRE counters brought measurable effects, namely:

− the relation between the number of cloud-to-ground flashes and the entire number of lightning discharges has been established,
− the calibration of counters has been performed and their sensitivity together with functioning reach have been determined,
− the reliability of counting of lightning flashes has been obtained.

Some research related to these results has been connected with thesis of doctor student from Vietnam, Mr. Nguyen Manh Duc, who performed investigations under tutorial of Professor Manczarski and with a very effective help of Dr Michnowski.

His investigations from the area of atmospheric electricity have been concentrated, among other things, on the registration of changes of electric and magnetic fields as well as the currents at the ground level. They brought also meaningful effects. Achievements of the Researcher in this area are enormous and valuable, especially for the assessment of electromagnetic interferences originated in lightning discharges and for the improvement of our knowledge on characteristics describing the phenomena associated with these discharges.

Professor Michnowski has been involved in intense cooperation with other domestic and foreign scientific centres as well as their outstanding representatives, participated in numerous international seminars and symposiums, and organized domestic seminars with participation of foreign experts.

Professor Michnowski is an active member of Polish Committee on Lightning Protection (PCLP) and one of its main upholders from very beginning of its existence. His participation in the PCLP activity is very priceless.

He contributed distinctly to the enrichment of knowledge on lightning discharges and to the credibility of their data for engineering applications and by it – to the development of entire lightning protection domain. Thank you for it Mr. Stanislaus and please accept our best wishes for the good health and great satisfaction in further creative scientific activity.
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Abstract
The aim of this note is to draw greater attention to the fact that the Institute of Geophysics is in possession of atmospheric electricity measurement results from Świdniki for about 80-year period. The data are reliable and of good quality owing to the efforts of Stanisław Warzecha, head of the Świd Geophysical Observatory, and Stanisław Michnowski, head of the atmospheric electricity group at the Institute. With a view to the global climate changes, such materials may provide valuable background for various studies.

Systematic atmospheric electricity observations were begun in Poland already in the first half of the XX century. The electric field measurements at the Geophysical Observatory at Świdniki, presently named the S. Kalinowski Geophysical Observatory, have been carried out since 1929 until the outbreak of the Second World War. Even earlier, in 1924, an atmospheric-electricity station has been in operation at the Agricultural University in Poznań, but it also terminated its activity in 1939.

After the Second World War, Świdniki was the only place in Poland that resumed the atmospheric electricity observations. When the Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, was established in 1952, the Świdner Observatory became its main observational facility. Soon afterwards, works on updating the atmospheric electricity station were initiated by two young and energetic scientists, Stanisław Michnowski, and Stanisław Warzecha, who jointly organized the modern, as for those times, atmospheric electricity station. Stanisław Michnowski soon became head of the atmospheric electricity group at the Institute, while Stanisław Warzecha became the head of the Świdniki station and then of the whole observatory; he assembled and tested the necessary equipment, to a large extent of his own make. Owing to his diligence, thoroughness, and experimental talent, even the very early data are of excellent quality.
Fig. 1. Mrs Zofia Kalinowska, Stanisław Michnowski, and Stanisław Warzecha on the premises of the S. Kalinowski Geophysical Observatory at Świder in the 1960s.

The scope of measurements, which were initially restricted to the electric field and basic weather station, has soon expanded to include other parameters, such as air conductivity and the number of condensation nuclei. The nearby Atomic Energy Institute at Świerk provided the radioactivity monitoring. Up to now, the Świder Observatory has collected a unique, vast material concerning the potential gradient measurements since 1948, supplemented by meteorological observations. Some atmospheric electricity data are also available from the Central Geophysical Observatory at Belsk (measurements in the late 1960s).

The yearbooks with the results of Świder observations, covering the whole 60-year period, have been published and are still available from the Editorial Office of the Institute. In 2006, we resigned from publishing printed editions, making the data accessible from the Institute’s webpage.

From the very beginning, the materials served as a basis for numerous studies on secular trends and effects of meteorological factors on atmospheric electricity parameters. Out of those early papers, we may quote, for example, the study of the effect of fallout (Gadomski 1964), or the effect of fog (Jaśkowska 1967). The first assessments of long-term variations in electric parameters in relation to natural (solar activity) and anthropogenic (aerosol, radioactive debris) factors, and statistical analyses of local and global trends have been made by Warzecha (1991b).

Of particular importance turned out to be the observations following the nuclear power plant incident at Chernobyl. Warzecha (1991a) describes the immediate response of atmospheric-electric parameters and noted that the electric conductivity measurements may serve as a relatively simple tool for radioactive hazard monitoring.

At present, the measurements at the Geophysical Observatory at Świder include: the electric field strength, electrical conductivity of both polarities, vertical current density, aerosol concentration, radioactive and chemical pollution, as well as meteorological observations of temperature, humidity, precipitation, wind, and cloudiness. A
comprehensive analysis of the atmospheric electricity parameters versus meteorological factors over the 35 year period (1965-2000) was made by Kubicki (2007). The latest evaluations of long-term variations of the electric field, electric conductivity of air and aerosol concentration at Świder observatory, until the year 2007 are shown in Fig. 4 (taken from Kubicki, 2008).

Fig. 2. Winter view on the atmospheric electricity sensors and meteorological station at Świder.

Fig. 3. Field-mill for the electric field strength measurement at Świder.
Along with the Świder station, the Institute of Geophysics has put into operation an atmospheric electricity station in the arctic region. It is located in Hornsund, Spitsbergen, giving a good opportunity for studying the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling. At present, the measurements carried out there include: electric field (see Fig. 5), meteorological data from a Vaisala automatic station, and ground-based geomagnetic and ionospheric recordings.

The scope of research based on the materials from both stations is now quite large. The fair-weather data, supplemented by global lightning activity and ionospheric investigations, have been used in the study of global electric circuit variations (Odzimek and Lester 2009). Extensive studies concerned the response of electric parameters in the lower atmosphere to solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling (Nieckarz et al. 2007, Berliński et al. 2007, Kozyreva 2007, Kleimenova et al. 2009). Studied were also the effects of ion mixing in the atmospheric boundary layer (Kubicki 2009).

The papers quoted above are just a few examples of the present use of the vast experimental material that is available from the two Polish atmospheric electricity stations. With a view to the global climate changes, such long-lasting data as those from Świder are certainly an invaluable reference background for future research.
Fig. 5. The radioactive collector for electric field measurement at the Polish Polar Station Hornsund, Spitsbergen.
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Brief Outline of the Long History of Collaboration Between the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection and the Atmospheric Electricity Laboratory of the Institute of Geophysics

Jerzy PEŃSKO
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ul. Konwaliowa 7, 03-194 Warszawa, Poland

In the mid-1950s I graduated from the Applied Physics Faculty at the Warsaw University of Technology (Politechnika Warszawska), majoring in medical electrotechnology. Stanisław Michnowski graduated from the Electrical Engineering Faculty of the same University at about the same time, although somewhat earlier. The years of studying at the same College were a natural environment for many friendships, often giving rise to long-lasting relations. Such a friendship sustained between me and Staszek Michnowski, although soon after graduation our ways diverted. Staszek indulged into the atmospheric electricity research, while I became engaged in investigation of ionizing radiation and radioactive substances measurements at the Chair of Radiology of the Warsaw University of Technology, led by Professor Cezary Pawłowski. Then I was assigned a difficult task to organize an overall radiological protection system in Poland.

These were the early years of the second half of the last century. In Poland, preparations were under way not only for the development of nuclear physics research, but also for the application of radioactive isotopes and their future production. In industry, medicine, agriculture, and various branches of technology, there was a great need for implementing the artificial radioactive isotopes, that began to be in common use in various applications in Europe and elsewhere. In Poland, the term “radioactive isotope” started to be a token of progress, although some people have not really known what practically it meant. The isotope laboratories have been appearing widely, but nobody was aware what amounts of radioactive materials were admissible, and what were the safety measures to work with them were.

In the first half of the year 1956, the meeting was held in which the necessity was formulated to establish a state institution to manage the organization of all the aspects of the radiological protection in Poland. The meeting took place on the premises of the
Warsaw University of Technology, in the office of Professor Cezary Pawlowski a former student of Maria Skłodowska-Curie in parisien Radium Institute, and my boss at that time, in the presence of the well-known radiologist, Professor Witold Zawadowski. These actions have led to convene, on 13 July 1957, a new institution named the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection. I was nominated the head of this institution and held this position for the next fourteen years.

The work began by collecting data on isotope laboratories all over Poland, evidencing the employees subject to radiation hazard, and evidencing the radioactive isotope sources. This gave grounds for enacting the periodic check-up actions of the equipment and methods used in these laboratories all over the country, and thus monitoring the hazard to which the workers could be exposed.

The late 1950s and early 1960s were dominated by the armament race, in particular in nuclear weapons. Test explosions of atomic bombs in the atmosphere injected to the stratosphere huge amounts of radioactive dust, including long-lived fission products of heavy atomic nucleus. These contaminated the hitherto contamination-free natural environment and also the inhabited areas in many countries, including Poland.

The Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection faced the necessity of dealing with the problem of monitoring and assessing the hazard of people exposed to this, hitherto unknown source of radiation. The team assigned with this task had to prepare itself to collecting various samples from the constituents of the medium with which population of our county had contact: soil, plants, water, air, and food. We had to measure the radioactivity of these constituents and their effects on people.

We were already aware of the major role the weather conditions, and notably air turbulence, have been playing in the process of dispersion of radioactive materials in the stratosphere and atmosphere. In our team, we lacked a specialist in this matter. It was Professor Teodor Kopcewicz, head of the Atmospheric Physics Chair of the University of Warsaw, who agreed to join us. We learned from him a lot.

We then drew our attention to the relationships that can occur between meteorological elements, atmospheric electricity, and the radioactivity present in the natural environment. It was the year 1967 when I resumed contacts with my old colleague from the Electrical Faculty of the Warsaw University of Technology, Stanisław Michnowski, who was doing research in atmospheric electricity at the Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, located at that time at the Pasteur a Street in Warsaw. We began consultations on these problems, which gave rise to close scientific cooperation between our two institutions.

Since 1960, the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection was already in possession of a mini-laboratory at the premises of the City Water and Sewage Plant in Warsaw. In the years 1960-1971, the research conducted there concerned relationships between natural ionization radiation from soil and atmosphere and various environmental factors that might have affected this radiation. Specifically, the following factors and correlations were measured:

1. Content of natural radioactive gas, radon-222, in soil air at various depths,
2. Exhalation of radon-222 from intact ground layer by the soil surface to the air,
3. Radon-222 content in the atmospheric air,
4. Dose rate of gamma background radiation originating from natural radionuclides of uranium-radium and thorium series and potassium-40 present in the ground.

These were accompanied by the following meteorological and environmental observations:
5. Air temperature,
6. Atmospheric pressure,
7. Precipitation,
8. Snow cover (in winter),
9. Soil temperature at various depths,
10. Soil humidity.

The results were described in some publications; see, e.g., Peński et. al. (1968). However, our mini-laboratory was not quite suitable for this kind of research, because of its location in the centre of Warsaw, where the shallow soil could have been subject to various modifications over the years.

That is why I turned to my old colleague Stanisław Michnowski with a proposition to initiate similar research at the premises of the Geophysical Observatory at Świder, taking additional advantage of the atmospheric electricity observations carried out there for many years. The location of Świder was very appropriate, and the friendly atmosphere of the staff and authorities was much favoring the whole enterprise.

Most of the first research on the natural background radiation focused on the changes in its intensity as a function of geographical location and geological properties of the studied regions. It has been known for a long time that the cosmic ray intensity grows with the altitude. The effect of geological formations on the gamma background level has also been well known. Less attention has been given to the temporal changes of gamma radiation in selected sites.

Observations of this kind were initiated, among other places, at the Physical Faculty, University of Leeds, England, in 1962. A special instrument was constructed, based on the principle of ionizing chambers, which made it possible to observe the terrestrial gamma radiation as well as soft and hard cosmic radiation, although it was unable to distinguish the artificial radioactive fallout (Burch et al. 1964).

I had a chance to get acquainted with this instrument during my monthly stay at the University of Leeds in 1964. This inspired me to construct something similar at the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection. This was accomplished, although instead of ionizing chambers we used two large-size NaI(Tl) scintillation detectors placed in a special steel housing.

Some difficulty in constructing the steel housing, which had to be deprived of any trace of radioactive contamination, was overcome by buying steel slabs from the dismounted ship which had been built many years before the age of nuclear energy.

The tedious task of constructing the instrument was finally accomplished and the instrument was deployed at Świder (Fig. 1), where we found excellent conditions for this type of measurements. The details of design, calibration and operation have been described by Peński and Jagielak (1969), and Peński (1977).
The whole arrangement began continuous operation in January 1970; the observations concerned the level and changes of gamma radiation background, which enabled a relatively easy and fast calculation of the following quantities:

1. Total dose rate of the gamma background radiation,
2. Dose rates from gamma radiation originating from the radionuclides contained in the ground and at its surface, discriminating between natural and artificial component (radioactive fallout from nuclear explosions),
3. Dose rates from the gamma radiation of the radionuclides contained in the over-ground layer of the atmosphere,
4. Identification of gamma-ray emitting isotopes (natural and artificial) with energies greater than 150 keV, present in the air and soil medium in the amount exceeding the instrument’s detection threshold.

Moreover, owing to the atmospheric electricity measurements and meteorological observations carried out at the Świder Observatory for many years, it became possible to search for possible correlations between them and radiological quantities. The results were published by Peńsko et al. (1976).

Unfortunately, in this stage of investigations it turned out impossible to deploy at the Observatory the measurements of radon-222 concentrations in soil air at various depths, exhalation of radon-222 through the ground surface to the air, and concentrations of radon-222 and its daughter products in the atmospheric air. Such measurements would certainly expand the scope of the correlations we investigated. Out of the parameters that were routinely recorded at the Observatory we succeeded in implementing the snow cover thickness. The observations of ground temperature and ground humidity were not included.
In 1971 a symposium “Rapid Methods for Measuring Radioactivity in the Environment” was held in Neuherberg near Munich, Germany, organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency. I attended this symposium, presenting our joint contribution (Peńsko et al. 1971).

During this symposium, scientific staff of the Institut für Umweltforschung in Neuherberg presented a publication in which they described an instrument enabling to let a large amount of air through a 0.25 m² filter paper and a method of spectrometric measurement of concentration of gamma radioactive isotopes concentrations present in the air sample.

The method seemed very useful for the needs of dosimetric monitoring of natural environment in the period when the nuclear armament and vast development of nuclear technologies in energetic industry were still under way, producing a thread of uncontrolled emission of dangerous radioactive substances into the atmosphere in case the security systems fail.

A similar method was soon successfully applied for detection of trace concentrations of some radioactive isotopes in atmospheric air at the ground of the Nuclear Research Institute in Świerk (Peńsko and Tomczyńska 1979).

At this time, a lively cooperation between the three institutions, the Institute of Nuclear Research, Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection, and the Atmospheric Electricity Laboratory of the Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences, was under way. Figure 2 presents a photo of the staff and collaborators, who gathered in front of the museum building of the Świder Observatory on September 29, 1972.

Fig. 2. A photo of the staff and collaborators of the Atmospheric Electricity Laboratory of the Institute of Geophysics, taken on September 29, 1972, in front of the museum house of the Geophysical Observatory at Świder (Professor Stefan Mancażarski, director of the Institute, is standing on the stairs, dressed in a coat and holding a hat in his hand; Zofia Kalinowska and Ewa Kalinowska-Widomska are standing next to him; Jerzy Peńsko – sevenths from the left, in the back row; Stanislaw Michnowski – eleventh from the left).
In these circumstances, the idea came forward to build a second, similar instrument and install it at the premises of the Geophysical Observatory at Świder. The idea, warmly supported by Stanisław Michnowski, was accepted by the authorities of the Observatory. This expanded the scope of cooperation by including the Radiation Protection Division of the Institute of Nuclear Research at Święk, where I was then engaged in some works dealing with the radiological protection of the area surrounding the Institute. Unfortunately, I could not take part in this enterprise long enough, since in January 1981 I left Poland for nearly 6 years to work as a visiting scientist at various institutes in Germany and Switzerland, while a martial law was imposed in Poland for some years.

Having returned to Poland in 1986 I learned that the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection has much improved the initial system, establishing the network that is presently called “Network of High-Sensitivity Stations ASS-500”, composed of 12 objects in various localities in Poland, including Świder.

The system still works there and is supervised by the personnel of the Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection and the Atomic Energy Institute at Świerk, who are also doing the processing and analyses of the collected materials (see, e.g., Mysłek-Laurikainen et al. 1998). It is to be noted, however, that now those investigations have different character and different aims than previously intended; they focus on warning against the onset of unexpected radioactive contamination due to failures in nuclear power plants situated in neighboring countries or against other unforeseen circumstances in the vicinity of the system.

The present studies do not try to seek for correlations between the radiation quantities and observations of other parameters that characterize the environment. It would be desirable to encourage the two institutions collaborating with the Świder Observatory to make use of their large experimental facilities and take advantage of the vast materials collected by the Observatory personnel in the area of atmospheric electricity and meteorological data, in order to look for deeper interrelations between these quantities. This might help to elucidate, to some extent, the phenomena governing the environmental factors.

The sole monitoring of trace concentrations of radionuclides of natural and artificial origin and those produced by cosmic rays, as presently done at Świder, does not carry much scientific value. This unusual place deserves to be used for radioactivity observations in much greater scale, to take advantage of all its abilities.
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Abstract

This study describes an attempt to evaluate the potentially hazardous effects on tall structures from nearby cloud-to-ground flashes by conducting measurements of currents and ground potentials on structures during thunderstorms. The analysis of these measurements has shown that the layout of the elements of ground structures and their connections within a grounding grid of the installation have profound effects on magnitudes and polarities of induced currents and voltages. Understanding of the factors affecting the response of tall ground structures to nearby lightning flashes, and therefore correct interpretation of induced lightning effects on a particular installation is crucial for improving the design of grounding systems of the installations.

Key words: lightning, grounding, lightning hazards, induced effects, lightning measurements.

1. Introduction

Hazardous effects of lightning are usually attributed to the impulse phase of the return stroke current and continuing current that follows cloud-to-ground flashes during their attachment to a ground structure. There is, however, a significant percentage of reported lightning-related damage to structures that is not associated with direct lightning strikes (lightning attachments) (Diendorfer 1990). Among the possible causes for these instances of damage may be upward leaders from the structure, or induction currents, both as effects of nearby lightning flashes. It is expected that the upward leaders would start from the same protruding elements of the structure both in case of
lightning attachment and of lightning nearby. Therefore, if the upward leaders are hazardous, the damages to installations may be similar in both cases. The direct hazardous effects could be from upward leader current pulses of reported maximum values up to 23 kA (Miki et al. 2005).

Indirect lightning effects on tall grounded structures are not well researched, and therefore not considered a lightning protection issue. Evaluation of these effects is the subject of our investigation, which has been conducted in the United States and Brazil. In depicting our data we use the traditional sign convention in atmospheric electricity (\(E = \text{grad} \phi\)), where \(E\) is an electric field and \(\phi\) is the ambient electrical potential.

2. **Instrumentation**

A 60-meter tall tower insulated from the ground at the top of a mountain (elevation 1400 m ASL) called Morro do Cachimbo (MCS), near Belo Horizonte, Brazil, a free-standing 90-meter tall tower on a flat ground near Dallas, Texas, and two radar towers, one in Florida and the other in New Mexico, were instrumented for this study (Fig. 1). The measured variables were: the current on a down conductor of the tower, the potential of the grounding system, and local electric field changes produced by lightning flashes. A sensor for slow changes in the electric field (dE) was connected to the input of an A/D converter and had an input time constant of several hundred milliseconds. A similar sensor for detecting fast changes of the electric field (dE/dt) had a time constant of 10 microseconds. dE/dt pulses served to trigger data recording of lightning events. An electric field mill was used at the MCS and Dallas sites for sensing the stationary electric field from clouds prior to and during the lightning event. A ground potential probe, about 100 meters away from the installation, was a part of the system for monitoring the voltage drop over the grounding impedance of the installation. A current clamp (with range of up to 2 kA) on the down conductor of a tower leg was used to measure the current from the tower into the grounding system.

We have used a PC-based data recording system that consists of an A/D converter with a sampling rate of 100,000 samples per second with a 16-bit resolution, and a GPS system that tags each event with one millisecond accuracy. The local LLS (Lightning Location System) in Brazil and the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) in the U.S.A. provided complementary data on cloud-to-ground flashes in the vicinities of our installations.

For studying the effects of lightning on a grounded structure, it is critical to determine the value of the impedance of the grounding system. This is not a trivial matter, especially for the extended grounding grid typical of radar sites. We found that an independent ground point for voltage measurements needed to determine the grounding impedance using a three point system may be located as far as a few hundreds meters away from the installation. For example, at the Morro do Cachimbo site the independent ground point was 150 meters away from the tower. At the three other sites in the United States, it was simply impractical to find the true independent ground due to the close proximity of other structures, so we settled for such points as far away from our installation as we could. Resulting from this compromise, the values of ground impedance at our U.S. installations probably underestimated the actual
Fig. 1. Installations used for this study. (a) A tower set on insulators at the Morro do Cachimbo station, Brazil. (b) A free standing tower in Texas. (c) A radar site in New Mexico. (d) A radar site in Florida.

ones, because the voltages are lower for the ground points closer to the installations than for the points of the true independent ground.

There was another use of the independent ground point, namely for measurements of the potential of a structure affected by lightning. This potential (called here “the loop voltage”) is the voltage between the ground grid of the installation and a ground not affected by the lightning striking the installation, i.e., an independent ground point. A coaxial cable buried in the ground connected the independent ground probe with the measuring system based on PC.
Figure 2 shows our initial set-up for measuring the ground potential change for the case of the induced upward leader emerging from the tower and the case of the direct lightning strike to the tower. In both cases the direction of the current is the same, i.e., positive charges are moving upward. The grounding system potential was \( V = I_{RS} Z \) while the measured value of loop voltage on the PC was \( V/1000 \) where 1000 is the ratio of the resistor value at the remote probe to that at the entrance of the PC.

\[
V = I_{RS} Z \\
\text{to PC} \\
50 \text{ ohm} \\
V_{ind} = 0 \\
50 \text{ kohm} \\
\]

The impedance \( Z \) of the grounding system was determined by injecting a current pulse \( I \) that simulates a return stroke signal by its rise and decay times, and by measuring the voltage response \( U \) over the grounding system. We used test current pulses with peak amplitudes of 10 ampere produced by our own current generator, although in the past we had an experience of using for this purpose a commercially available instrument. For the Morro do Cachimbo site in Brazil our measurements showed a grounding impedance of 28 ohm.

3. Results

In the course of our investigation we found that upward leaders from the towers which had measurable values of current were relatively rare. We estimated that only lightning flashes located less than 1 km away from the tower might induce upward leaders, because in order to start an upward leader from a 60-meter-tall tower, the required combined electric field from clouds and nearby downward leader needs to be greater than 40 kV m\(^{-1}\) (Aleksandrov et al. 2001).
A vertical tower that has capacitance $C$, effective height $h_{\text{eff}}$, and is in the ambient electric field $E$ acts as a single receiving antenna if it is situated on a plane surface without any obstruction from nearby buildings or towers. For such a structure and for a lightning flash up to a few km away we applied the electrostatic assumption for the electric field to describe effects of electric field changes on induced currents (eq. 1), (Kasemir and Ruhnke 1958).

$$I = \frac{dE}{dt} * C * h_{\text{eff}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

For the tower at Morro do Cachimbo with measured capacitance $C$ of 1800 pF and an assumed effective height $h_{\text{eff}}$ of 30 m, the relationship (1) is written as:

$$I(A) = 0.05 * \frac{dE}{dt} (V \cdot m^{-1} \cdot \mu s^{-1}).$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

It should be mentioned also that an isolated single receiving antenna would not have induced currents from magnetic field changes produced by nearby lightning.

The output of the fast antenna ($dE/dt$) can be integrated to yield the electrostatic field. For most cases the integrated $dE/dt$ record, after correction of the record for the time constant of the slow antenna, produced a waveform identical to the output of the slow antenna ($dE$). We used this integration procedure also for verification of the integrity of the sensors. A field mill record was used to calibrate the slow and fast antennas.

When the structure is connected to ground by a single down conductor (as in the case of the Morro do Cachimbo tower), the induced current is consistent in its polarity and magnitude with those polarities and magnitudes obtained theoretically from the fast E-field changes (using eq. 1) produced by return strokes. We discovered, however, that in cases of nearby lightning flashes for three installations in the United States, the induced currents to the ground and also loop voltages exhibited quite different behaviours than that expected during upward leaders from the structure or direct lightning attachments to the structure. Figure 3 shows a case when polarities of the loop voltage and induced current are correct, while Figs. 4, and 5 show examples of records inconsistent with expectations.

We found that the loop voltage displayed a polarity dependence on the location of the return stroke attachment point relative to the direction of the coaxial cable that connects the independent ground point with the ground of the structure (Fig. 6). What this polarity dependence indicates is the existence of an induction loop consisting of the connecting coaxial cable and the ground, which is not a perfect conductor and is penetrated by electromagnetic waves (Fig. 7). With the induction loop present, we actually record the induced open circuit voltage from $dH/dt$ of lightning magnetic field together with the voltage drop over the grounding impedance from the induced current on the tower. Thus, the loop voltage that we measured is, at best, a mixture of the induced voltage in this loop and the ground losses due to the current flowing to ground. The voltage in the loop (made of the coaxial cable and the ground) may be much higher than the voltage drop over the grounding resistance from the current in the mast. An additional contributor to the directional behaviour of the loop voltage might be the voltage drop on the ground due to currents from a lightning propagating into the soil and producing a potential distribution in the neighbourhood of the lightning impact point, i.e., the so-called “step voltage” (Lee 1977).
Fig. 3. The record from a nearby flash in Florida at the range of 0.6 km, $I_{\text{max}} = -29.3$ kA, with correct polarities of current and loop voltage.

Fig. 4. The record from the nearby flash in Florida at the range of 2.6 km, $I_{\text{max}} = 17.5$ kA with right polarity of current and wrong polarity of loop voltage.
Fig. 5. A record from the nearby flash at range of 2.3 km and of $I_{\text{max}} = 18.3$ kA showing induced current and loop voltage of wrong polarities.

Fig. 6. Graph illustrating the polarity dependence of loop voltage pulses on the direction to the source of a $dE/dt$ pulse (i.e., the direction to the return stroke of a cloud-to-ground flash), in cases of an induction loop made with a horizontally extended cable to a loop voltage probe at the Florida site. Positive and negative polarity values correspond to flashes in the sector of 90-270 degrees and that of 270-90 degrees relative to the orientation of the installation (North-South), respectively. Flashes from azimuth either 90 or 270 degrees do not produce any induced effect in the loop.
Fig. 7. An induced voltage circuit for \( \frac{dH}{dt} \) of nearby lightning flash made of loop of area \( S \) consisted of a central core of the coaxial cable and the ground. (Since the ground is not a perfect conductor, low frequency electromagnetic waves penetrate it.).

Fig. 8. A deep ground rod inside a PVC pipe that insulates the rod from the layer of ground above.

Thus, we discovered that using an independent ground point far away (horizontally) prevented us from obtaining the true value of the ground potential change due to the nearby lightning. The alternative is an independent ground point deep in the ground and practically inside the installation. Our attempts to find an independent ground point deep beneath the grounded mast in Texas did not succeed because we could not insert (manually) an insulated ground rod deep enough to achieve a desirable effect. Thus, so far we were not able to estimate correctly induced effects of a nearby lightning flash on the ground potential of the installation. Currently we are conducting measurements at a new site in Alabama utilizing an insulated ground rod installed at a depth of 30 meters as an independent ground point (see Fig. 8).
Fig. 9. Set-up for current measurements of induced current on a tower from a nearby cloud-to-ground flash. Notice change in direction of the induced current $I_{\text{ind}} = \frac{dE}{dt} C h_{\text{eff}}$ for two stages of a cloud-to-ground flash. Negative leaders and return stroke have the same current polarity. Arrows show directions of propagation for negatively charged downward leader and positively charges return stroke, respectively.

Fig. 10. Polarity dependence of current pulses to the source direction.

Currents flowing from the tall structure to ground were measured using current-to-voltage transducers clamped around a down conductor of a tower leg (Fig. 9). We determined that the induced current pulses associated with fast electric field changes during the return strokes of nearby cloud-to-ground flashes are of much greater amplitudes than those expected from the theoretical considerations (see eq. 1) for a given tower with a given ground impedance. The recorded current pulses were sensitive also
to directions to the current source (Fig. 10). This phenomenon characterized current measurements at all three installations in the United States, but not at the MCS tower in Brazil.

We found that there is a common feature in the configurations of the grounding systems in the U.S. sites, namely, the extended ground grid connecting the down conductors (more than one) of the tower with the down conductors at other buildings in very close proximity to the tower (see Fig. 11). These are conductor loops subjected to induced currents from magnetic field changes of return stroke signals. On the other hand, the tower in Brazil that is resting on insulators had a single connection to the ground, and its grounding grid is of a small size and symmetric in relation to the tower.

![Diagram of grounding system](image)

**Fig. 11.** Induction loops are formed by down conductors and other elements of the grounding system above and below the ground. Induced voltage at this Florida site is produced mainly by $dH/dt$ penetrating the loop, which is in the plane (W to E) perpendicular to axis 350-170 deg AZ.

The directional dependence of induced current pulses in the U.S. sites brings into question the validity of using current measurement with magnetic link sensors at structures with multiple grounding conductors for estimating the current in lightning channels. In view of this discovery, it was interesting to compare our measurements with those obtained at structures with a single down conductor to ground. As expected, the data from the MCS tower in Brazil that has a single down conductor did not contain any directional effects in the records of induced currents. However, data from yet another mast with a single down conductor (a lightning protection mast at Indianhead, Maryland), did show, to our surprise, a directional dependence similar to those in tall structures with multiple grounding systems. Closer examination of the Indianhead site showed that this installation had a nearby building with its grounding system connected to the grounding grid of the mast. The presence of this building determined the directional dependence of induced currents. Figure 12 depicts the polarity dependence of return stroke signals sensed by a current probe on the Indianhead mast with a single down conductor but situated near a well grounded building.
This finding proves that asymmetries in installations, e.g., some other structures in the close proximity to single masts, can have interacting effects if grounding resistance between mast and associated structure (building) is low enough. Such interactions are widely known in radio antennas, e.g., in Adcock antennas that rely on the interaction of two vertical antennas for producing a directional receiving pattern. As in Adcock antennas, the induced current flowing in an asymmetric installation has much greater amplitude than that in a single isolated mast, which is an analogy of a whip antenna. Our three installations in the United States have asymmetric structure, which explains why the induced current values we measured were so much higher than those expected under the electrostatic assumption (eq. 1).

Most of the above problems with measurements of induced currents and voltages do not exist in cases of direct strikes to structures or upward leaders from structures. However, direct strikes to the installations under study were rare and even upward leaders solely due to cloud electric fields did not occur during our studies. We anticipated that upward leaders from a tower would occur occasionally when either cloud electric fields of high magnitude were present and/or downward leaders preceding return strokes occurred within 1 km of our observation sites. In the latter case, upward leaders would be of short duration and would stop when the return stroke process starts. Figure 13A shows the current record of such upward leader from the Indianhead tower, with a cloud-to-ground flash reported by NLDN being 0.7 km away. Negative current pulses with a noticeable DC component rising with time appeared about 1 millisecond prior to the return stroke process that started at time zero, when the downward leader reached ground. A positive potential near the structure produced by positive charges on the return stroke channel killed the upward leader progression.

Figure 13B depicts a more frequent case of a similar nearby cloud-to-ground flash, but without an upward leader. The difference between these two cases is in the
presence of high ambient electric field in the case depicted in Fig. 13A, and the absence of such field in the case depicted in Fig. 13B, although the downward leader of a nearby cloud-to-ground flash was in evidence in both cases.

Fig. 13. Record of current at the base of a 40 m high mast showing in case (A) an upward leader followed by the return stroke, and in case (B) a return stroke without a preceding upward leader.

4. Conclusions

The response of towers and other tall ground structures to nearby lightning flashes in form of induced current and voltages, although understood in principle, is poorly researched in regards to quantitative relationships between physical processes and structures involved. We found that induced currents in tall structures from nearby cloud-to-ground flashes may be strongly influenced by the design of the grounding system. The ways the elements of the grounding system are connected affect the magnitude and polarity of induced current pulses. We have found that the induced currents on towers or complex installations with asymmetric structure of the grounding system may be orders of magnitude higher than the induced currents produced by fast field variations (dE/dt) from nearby lightning flashes. Our interpretation of this finding is that the asymmetric installations connected through a grounding system with low impedance are acting like Adcock antennas. Then the induced current pulses of high amplitudes flow along the external elements of the structure, and may affect sensitive devices installed there.

Jones et al. (2004) who applied peak current magnetic cards (bandwidth of more than hundreds of MHz) to monitor currents on the external down conductors of lightning protection systems in the United Kingdom reported presumably induced current pulses from nearby lightning of up to 120 kA. Perhaps our explanation of the nature of very high values of induced current pulses in asymmetric installations can be applied to interpret the measurements in UK. This is under the realistic assumption that the lightning protection systems of munitions storage sites in UK, with its numer-
ous down conductors, resemble the asymmetric structures connected by a low impedance grounding grid.

The effects of nearby lightning on a ground potential of the installations of different configurations still remain to be determined, because our initially selected method of measuring this potential resulted in significant contaminations from several unrelated variations of lightning electric and magnetic fields. We intend to conduct measurements of the ground potential change using a point of independent ground deep down at the installation site, with a minimum horizontal exposure of a connecting coaxial cable.
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Abstract

In this paper we summarise modelling work to date concerning the Earth’s global atmospheric electric circuit. We discuss the development of the models over last decades and some features that require improvements in future models. We consider various atmospheric and ionospheric data sets and models available which can support and improve the current and future modelling of the global electric circuit. We also highlight the new high-resolution model of the global atmospheric electric circuit, EGATEC, currently developed at the University of Leicester.

1. Overview of the global atmospheric electric circuit

The term Global Atmospheric Electric Circuit (GAEC or GEC) is referred to the flow of electric currents in the Earth’s atmosphere. According to the “classical picture” of atmospheric electricity these currents are produced by electrically active cloud generators, thunderstorms and non-thunderstorm clouds, e.g., shower clouds, as suggested by Wilson (1920). Charge transfer in the atmosphere, associated with these cloud generators, is provided by conduction, point discharge currents, and currents carried through electrified precipitation, and tropospheric lightning discharges or upper atmosphere lightning discharges. These currents, except discharge current, can also be present in non-thunderstorm electrified clouds. Compendia by MacGorman and Rust (1998) and Rakov and Uman (2003) provide up-to-date information on the cloud electrical activity and associated phenomena. Some important topics in planetary atmospheric electricity, including global electric circuits, have been also reviewed recently in Leblanc et al. (2009).

According to Wilson, the electric currents are driven by the lower atmosphere cloud generators due to large voltages produced inside the clouds. These currents flow
upwards from the cloud tops to the ionosphere and between the ground and the bottom of the clouds. They also flow freely through the conducting ionosphere and are closed by downward currents in the less conducting fair-weather area of the atmosphere (as the so-called air-Earth current) and currents in the well-conducting ground. Due to continuous operation of the cloud generators over the globe, the potential of the ionosphere remains high (200-300 kV) with respect to the Earth at all times but exhibits diurnal, seasonal and irregular variations, as seen in atmospheric electrical measurements of the potential gradient or the air-Earth current density and the ionospheric potential (Kubicki et al. 2007, Markson 2007, Williams 2009, and references therein). The ionospheric potential and the total current flowing in the global circuit are the main GEC variables. Observationally, the density of the air-Earth current and the potential gradient (or the electric field) measured at the ground in various locations over the globe are the main indicators of the existence of the GEC.

Currents from the lower atmosphere are coupled to the magnetosphere-ionosphere current systems, as the ionosphere plays a significant role in both current systems, and the atmospheric circuit becomes part of the geospace global electric circuit GGEc (Michnowski 1998). The magnetospheric generators are due to the interaction of the Earth’s magnetosphere with the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field. Electric fields produced by this interaction map along magnetic field lines at polar latitudes down to the ionosphere and result in dawn-to-dusk voltages across both polar caps (see e.g. Kelley 2009), and therefore the effect of this coupling is mainly seen at polar latitudes. In addition, there are the ionospheric and disturbance dynamo effects due to the neutral ionospheric winds produced by solar and auroral heating of the thermosphere. These processes and their effect on the potential of the ionosphere are discussed in Roble (1991), Rycroft et al. (2000) and Tinsley (2008). Markson (1978), Willett (1979) and Roble (1985) have discussed possible relationships between space weather and atmospheric electricity.

In recent years a number of effects correlated with GEC phenomena have been observed, for example, changes of atmospheric pressure, temperature or cloud cover on a regional or global scale (Tinsley 2008, and references therein). Tinsley divided them into five categories relating to five different GEC agents: global ionospheric potential, polar cap potential, relativistic electron flux, solar proton events, cosmic rays Forbush decreases.

Also, interest has risen in various cloud processes taking place in the troposphere and affected by the air-Earth current density (Tinsley 1996, Tinsley 2000, Harrison 2004, Harrison and Ambaum 2008). These results imply further connections of the Earth’s GEC, space weather, atmospheric weather systems and even climate.

2. Global circuit models

A model of the global atmospheric circuit must include a model of the electrical properties of the atmospheric medium where electric current flow and a model of the sources that generate these currents, the lower atmosphere current generators (thunderstorms, shower clouds) in the first place. Atmospheric electrical conductivity is the important electrical parameter. In the lower atmosphere the conductivity is due to ions
produced by cosmic rays and natural radioactivity. The ions can be lost due to attachment to aerosols and cloud condensation nuclei. The production and loss of the ions and the ion mobilities can be modelled separately to create a complex lower atmosphere conductivity model. At higher altitudes (> 45-50 km) up to ionospheric altitudes electrons play main role and the Earth’s magnetic field causes the anisotropy of the conductivity in the Earth’s ionosphere. This must be taken into account in the models that consider the effect of magnetospheric-ionospheric generators.

Tinsley and Zhou (2006) have recently developed a sophisticated model of atmospheric resistivity which includes the effects of winter and summer tropospheric aerosols, stratospheric aerosols, and the effects of solar activity on ion production by cosmic rays and volcanic activity on stratospheric aerosols. This model can become an integral part of any modern GEC model, as demonstrated by Tinsley and Zhou (2006) and Odzimek et al. (2009).

There are a few analytical and numerical models of the Earth’s global atmospheric electric circuit developed over the last few decades (Hays and Roble 1979, Roble and Hays 1979, Makino and Ogawa 1984, 1985, Sapkota and Varshneya 1990, Price et al. 1997, Kartalev et al. 2004b, Odzimek et al. 2009) which contain these two integral part of a GEC model – a model for the electrical properties of the atmospheric medium and a model for current generators. The first high resolution models of the atmospheric circuit were created by Roble and Hays (1979) and Hays and Roble (1979). They are mathematical models, providing a solution for the ionospheric potential as a series of spherical harmonics, at 5 degree resolution in latitude and longitude. Table 1 particularly compares high-resolution GEC models that are able to provide distributions of the main GEC variables over the globe and time variations.

A number of GEC-related thunderstorm generator models have also been developed which are concerned with the flow of the electric current from thunderstorms, playing the role of the sources driving the circuit, and the distribution of the electric potential in the vicinity of the thunderstorms, in the ionosphere above and the conjugate ionosphere, as well as in the cloud-free area of the circuit; for example, Park and Dejnakaritra (1973), Nisbet (1983), Tzur and Roble (1986), Stansbery et al. (1993), Kartalev et al. (2004a), Rycroft et al. (2007) modelled the current contribution from shower clouds for the first time.

Since the 1980s, various satellite measurements started to play role in the development of GEC models. Makino and Ogawa (1984) have used the Defense Meteorological Satellite Programme (DMSP) lightning flash densities in the development of their thunderstorm current generator model. More recently, the Optical Transient Detector (OTD) and Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) lightning flash rates have served similar purposes (Kartalev et al. 2004a, b, Odzimek et al. 2009). Price et al. (1997) were probably the first to use satellite observations of cloud properties and cloud cover from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) data sets in their GEC cloud generator model, which was a significant step forward in the modelling of the GEC cloud generators.

As far as ionospheric and magnetospheric generators are considered, the ionospheric and magnetospheric dynamo effects have been incorporated in the model of Roble and Hays (1979). Kartalev et al. (2004b) considered the effect of the ionospheric
Table 1

Summary of high-resolution GEC models: HR79 (Hays and Roble 1979), RH79 (Roble and Hays 1979), MO84 (Makino and Ogawa 1984), SV90 (Sapkota and Varshneya 1990), EGATEC09 (Odzimek et al. 2009). Main features of the models are shown, in terms of the treatment of the atmosphere-ionosphere medium (upper table) and the electric generators considered in each model (bottom table).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>SI 1</th>
<th>CR 2</th>
<th>RA 3</th>
<th>AE 4</th>
<th>CCN 5</th>
<th>GMF 6</th>
<th>NEU 7</th>
<th>ION 8</th>
<th>Spatial Variations</th>
<th>Time Variations</th>
<th>Other Data and Models Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR79</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>I(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH79</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>I(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO84</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Lat(1)</td>
<td>I(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO85</td>
<td>–&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(2,4,7)</td>
<td>I(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV90</td>
<td>–&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(2,4)</td>
<td>I(2,4)</td>
<td>SA76(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGATEC09</td>
<td>–&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(2,7)</td>
<td>DD(5,7), S(4, SC(2)</td>
<td>TZ06(2,6), MSIS-E(7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>THU 1</th>
<th>SHC 2</th>
<th>IDYN 3</th>
<th>ICONV 4</th>
<th>Spatial Variations</th>
<th>Time Variations</th>
<th>Other Data and Models Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR79</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>D(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH79</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Geo(1,4)</td>
<td>D(1, 1, I3,4)</td>
<td>RC76(3), HE77(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO84</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>D(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO85</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>D(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV90</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1)</td>
<td>D(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGATEC09</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geo(1-2)</td>
<td>DD, D, S(1)</td>
<td>ISCCP, OTD/LIS, TRMM(1-2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Description:** Sign “+” indicates the presence and “–” absence of an element in the model. The elements of the atmosphere-ionosphere medium include: SI – atmospheric ion conductivity, CR – ion production by cosmic rays, RA – ion production by natural radioactivity, AE – aerosols, CCN – cloud condensation nuclei, GMF – geomagnetic field, NEU – neutral atmosphere, ION – ionospheric conductivities. SI or more advanced model of conductivity derived from CR, RA, AE and CCN could be used – such case is indicated by “–>”.

The electric generators include: THU – thunderstorms, SHC – shower clouds or non-thunderstorm clouds, IDYN – ionospheric dynamo, ICONV – ionospheric convection. Last two columns inform about spatial and time variation which can be obtained with each model, as well as the model elements which cause these variations, in brackets. “Lat” indicates variations depending on geographical latitude, and “Geo” – variations both in latitude and longitude; the spatial resolution is usually 5 degrees in both longitude and latitude. Time variations are: DD – day-to-day, D – diurnal average, S – seasonal, SC – solar cycle, I – irregular (e.g., due to solar events or cosmic rays Forbush decrease type of events). Other necessary datasets and models used in each of the GEC model are listed in the last column, including the GEC element they refer to, in brackets; these are: DMSP – Defense Meteorological Satellite Programme lightning flash rates (Turner and Edgar 1982), OTD/LIS – Optical Transient Detec-
convection and Makino and Takeda (1984) and Kartalev et al. (2004a) considered the effect of non-equipotential and magnetised ionosphere.

The effects resulting from changes of conductivity during events such as major solar flares or Forbush decreases on natural profiles of the atmospheric conductivity and the global circuit have also been investigated in some of the GEC models mentioned above (e.g., Hays and Roble 1979, Roble and Hays 1979, Makino and Ogawa 1984, 1985, Sapkota and Varshneya 1990).

2.1 High-resolution engineering models

Representation of the GEC in the form of a simple electrical circuit has been used many times ever since the modelling work on GEC started, either as a quantitative illustration of the current flow in the GEC and relationships between the GEC components and agents (Markson 1978, Willett 1979, Ogawa 1985, Tinsley 1996, Rycroft et al. 2000) or as the background environment of a single cloud current source which was analysed in more detail (Nisbet 1983, 1985a, 1985b, Rycroft et al. 2007, Rycroft and Odzimek 2009a, b).

In some high-resolution models this “engineering” approach has also been exploited. This draws from the possibility of modelling the global atmospheric electric circuit as a network of electrical elements, resistances and current sources, using input from data sets and models, and, if numerical solution is not straightforward simulating the circuit using electrical engineering software.

The model of Makino and Ogawa (1984) is a 5-degree resolution model of GEC with thunderstorm current sources and atmospheric resistance distributed over the globe and represented as a network of branches consisting of 72×36 resistances. The circuit elements were connected in parallel between two circuit nodes representing the ideally conducting ground and the ionosphere. This enabled to solve the circuit analytically relatively straightforward.

Makino and Ogawa (1985) and Sapkota and Varshneya (1990) used the same method and current source distribution but introduced significant improvements in the atmospheric conductivity model, which is an integral part of any GEC model. EGATEC is a new high resolution electrical engineering model which we describe in more detail in Section 4.

3. Some outstanding issues related to GEC and GEC models

Williams (2009) has recently reviewed current state of knowledge about the Earth’s global atmospheric circuit. Even though this topic has been present in research for almost one hundred years, some fundamental questions remain unanswered. These
questions concern, for example, variations in the GEC on different time scales. In the first place, the dominance of the American tropospheric electric activity centre over that in the African and Asian sectors which is observed in the Carnegie Curve, or diurnal variation, is not well explained, and two very different explanations have been suggested (Williams and Sátori 2004, Kartalev et al. 2004a). Also, different trends in the last decades’ variation of the GEC have been reported from observations. Williams (2009) discusses this latter problem in detail. Long-term variations of the GEC, on time-scales longer than a decade remain also unknown.

Standard values of the main GEC parameters cited in GEC-related publications broadly agree with various observations but these estimates may be far from accurate on particular days and in particular regions. Realistic modelling of the GEC can provide answers to some of the questions and test various hypotheses, but this requires progress in the modelling of various GEC components, mainly the lower atmosphere as well as magnetosphere and ionosphere current generators. Tinsley and Zhou (2006) describe the situation as follows: “An accurate value for the total upward current supplied to the ionosphere has not been determined; instead, it is estimated at 700-2000 A on the basis of estimates of ionospheric potential (150-600 kV) from tropospheric potential measurements extrapolated through the stratosphere, and estimates of the column resistance of the global ionosphere-Earth return path (200-300 Ω) from conductivity measurements and their extrapolations. These values roughly agree with similarly uncertain estimates of the upward current per thunderstorm and the total number of thunderstorms occurring at any one time. Thus the uncertainties are compatible with additional sources of current from nonthunderstorm shower clouds, and additional sources of column resistance in the stratosphere and troposphere due to aerosol layers, water vapor and clouds, which have not been considered previously”. Below we summarise some specific problems that require further consideration and studies in order to improve successful GEC modelling. Many of them are related to the issues mentioned by Williams (2009), which concern the knowledge of the Earth’s GEC in general.

3.1 Contribution of particular cloud systems

The charge structure of various thunderstorm systems has been studied recently by Stolzenburg and Marshall and colleagues (Stolzenburg and Marshall 2008, and references therein). These studies have revealed multi-layer charge structures (i.e., more charge layers in addition to the main structure) and that the structure differs in different storms (e.g. small isolated storms, supercells or mesoscale systems), and also varies in different areas of the storm (e.g. convective part, cloud anvil, precipitation region). It was also discovered that the large stratiform areas of Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) may have a discharging effect on the global circuit; early modelling results by Davydenko (2004) have indicated 20 A downward conduction current driven by these systems. Later estimates also give positive values of the same order depending on the charge structure of these stratiform areas. Thus, the total contribution of some thunderstorm system to the GEC may vary from storm to storm.

Mach et al. (2009) have recently published a summary of the results of measurements of the conduction currents above thunderstorm systems in the southeastern US, western Atlantic Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, central America, central Brazil and the
South Pacific north of Australia. These results confirm that in the majority of cases electric currents flow upwards and charge the ionosphere positively. But there are about 7% cases of storms where the current flows downwards, thus discharging the ionosphere. They also note that it was unclear whether this was due to an inverted main charge structure in these storms or perhaps the effect of the charge of the screening layer at the top of the cloud. It is perhaps worth noting that a similar percentage (7-10%) of inverted charge structures have been observed in non-thunderstorm clouds (Imyanitov and Shifrin 1962). It is not clear why some clouds may have those inverted charge structures. What has been usually observed is that the charge and electric field structure depends greatly on the microphysics of the clouds (see, for example, Chalmers 1958, Imyanitov et al. 1974, MacGorman and Rust 1998). Our conclusion is that future models of cloud generators should take into account regional characteristics of electrified cloud systems and also incorporate some microphysical cloud parameters.

3.2 Role of electric discharges

It is generally accepted that tropospheric cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning discharges contribute to the dc global atmospheric circuit by transferring the electric charge from the cloud to the ground: negative – negative charge to the ground (i.e., charge the ionosphere positively with respect to the ground), positive – positive charge to the ground (i.e., discharge). Contribution from intra-cloud discharges have not been usually considered with respect to the GEC.

Even though the contribution of lightning current in the total GEC current seems to be less than previously considered (Williams Heckman 1993, Williams and Sátori 2004, Rycroft et al. 2007, Maggio et al. 2009) the magnitude of this current is still not known very well. Global rates of the lightning discharges are known more accurately, mainly from satellite observations (Turman and Edgar 1982, Christian et al. 2003). It is the electric charge transferred by an average lightning discharge (in the sense of the lightning’s current amplitude and polarity) that is not very well known, or, alternatively, the charge transferred by negative, positive and intra-cloud discharges separately. This issue is discussed in Odzimek et al. (2009).

The discovery of the upper atmosphere lightning discharges (or Transient Luminous Events, TLEs) have brought in the last two decades more attention to the electric activity of particularly active thunderstorm systems, like the MCSs, and positive cloud-to-ground lightning discharges, which are usually associated with sprites, the most commonly observed TLEs (Füllekrug et al. 2006). Although the positive CGs discharges are rarer than negative (10-15% of all CGs), and usually have single return stroke, their charge transfer is large due to the long-lasting and strong continuing currents which they often exhibit; these continuing currents seem to play a role particularly in the creation of carrot sprites (Rycroft and Odzimek 2009a, b). Model results by both Price et al. (1997) and Rycroft et al. (2007) show that globally the net effect of the more frequent negative CGs is larger than the opposite effect of positive CGs, although the magnitude of the total lightning current differs in these two models by factor of ten, mainly due to different value of charge transferred by an average lightning discharge, used in their models. Füllekrug and Rycroft (2006) and Rycroft et al. (2007) showed that the effects of a sprite on the circuit was to discharge it but
the effect was relatively very small. Cummer et al. (2009) have calculated that the charge transfer in some cases of gigantic jets recently observed in the US were of the order of charge transferred by strong CGs but, in the case of these TLEs, the rates of occurrences are rather poorly known (the occurrences rate of sprites has been estimated so far, on the basis of available measurements, Ignaccolo et al. 2006), and neither the total contribution can be determined very well. Some recently developed techniques of the analysis of observations of magnetic field generated by lightning discharges, in the extremely low frequency range (Kułak et al. 2006, 2009), can be helpful in accurate determination of the current contribution of cloud-to-ground lightning discharges in future.

With regard to intra-cloud lightning discharges, a simulation by Rycroft and Odzimek (2009a) showed that a 10 kA intra-cloud discharge between bottom negative layer and upper positive layer in their model thundercloud discharged the ionosphere by 2 C, indicating that intra-cloud discharges do have some effect and it is to discharge the circuit if the discharge reduces the voltage created by the separation of charges inside a cloud (which normally causes charging of the ionosphere positively). Recent observations also acknowledge the effect of intra-cloud flashes (see e.g. Maggio et al. 2009). Taking into account that intra-cloud discharges are the major fraction (~85%) of all lightning discharges this result complicates our understanding of the role of lightning discharges in the circuit.

More importantly, not only the lightning current seems to be an issue. In fact, the relative contribution of conduction, precipitation current and corona (point discharge) current are poorly determined. Measurements provide a wide range of current density values for each of these processes which often are of opposite sign and of the order or comparable to the total current density which can be associated to a cloud system (Imyanitov and Shifrin 1962, MacGorman and Rust 1998). Williams and Heckman (1993) show examples of the diurnal variation of point discharge and precipitation current from single sites concluding that next to conduction currents, they contribute the most to maintaining the high potential of the ionosphere. However, Imyanitov and Shifrin (1962) pointed out that the current budget may be different at different locations. This issues require serious modelling efforts combined with observation campaigns of various cloud systems in different regions of the globe and different time of season, similar to the work of Nisbet (1985b), Michnowski et al. (1987), Nisbet et al. (1990a, b). Such models are practically nonexistent for non-thunderstorm clouds, except perhaps the model by Chalmers (1958) of the altitude profile of the electric potential in snow and rain Nimbostratus clouds, created on the basis of electric current density and potential gradient measurements under these clouds in the UK.

3.3 Thunderstorm current and non-thunderstorm current

Even though shower clouds have been considered to generate electric current in the GEC, their contribution has not been determined so far. The electric activity of non-thunderstorm clouds has been studied more extensively in the former USSR — see e.g. Imyanitov and Shifrin (1962), Imyanitov et al. (1974) and MacGorman and Rust (1998, Chapter 2). The interpretation of these results indicates that the mid-layer clouds such as Nimbostratus may charge the ionosphere positively. Measurements of
current density under Nimbostratus in the UK by Harrison and Nicoll (2008) are in
broad agreement with the modelled current contribution of shower clouds in Rycroft et al. (2007), who estimated the non-thunderstorm current as 40% of the total GEC cur-
rent. The effect of non-thunderstorm clouds has been also modelled recently with
EGATEC model (Odzimek et al. 2009, Section 4). Preliminary results from this model
are that the thunderstorm contribution is ~80% versus ~20% from non-thunderstorm
clouds. This requires further investigation. In addition, the uncertainties mentioned in
the previous subsection, in relation to the role of MCSs, the role of precipitation, cor-
rona and lightning current, further complicate this issue.

3.4 Cloud conductivity
The electric conductivity is critical parameter in any electrical circuit, including GEC.
While significant progress has been made to model air conductivity including the ef-
fect of aerosols (Sapkota and Varshneya 1990, Tinsley and Zhou 2006) there are less
advances in GEC models in the electric conductivity of cloudy air, especially in vari-
ous types of clouds. Considering that clouds cover ~50% of the Earth and that cloud
conductivity can be a few times less than that of free air (Imyanitov and Shifrin 1962,
MacGorman and Rust 1998), there must be a significant contribution of clouds to the
total atmospheric resistance. This includes the resistance of clouds-current generators
(which has been considered in some models, e.g., Makino and Ogawa (1984, 1985),
Sapkota and Varshneya (1990), Rycroft et al. (2007) and also clouds which are rather
passive. The conductivity of thunderclouds is an interesting issue on its own, as dis-
cussed in MacGorman and Rust (1998, Chapter 7).

It should also be noted here that the model results mentioned in the previous pa-
ragraphs by Davydenko et al. (2004) or Rycroft et al. (2007), related to the contribu-
tion of cloud current to the GEC, are very sensitive to the cloud conductivity which
was used in those models. Therefore, it is important to use realistic models of the con-
ductivity.

3.5 Coupling to the magnetosphere-ionosphere current system
The GEC is linked directly with space weather effects of the electrodynamics of the
interaction between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field. This effect has al-
ways been evident particularly at high latitudes where the ionospheric convection af-
facts the electric field at the ground the most (Burns et al. 1995, Tinsley 1998, Frank-
Kamenetsky et al. 1999, Corney et al. 2003, Michniewski et al. 2007, and references to
earlier papers therein) but can also be significant at middle latitudes (Nikiforowa et al.
2005, Kleimenowa et al. 2008). In the analysis of observations of the potential gra-
dient in Antarctic these effects have been usually subtracted from the effect of lower
atmosphere generators using various empirical models of the potential difference
caused by the magnetospheric generators, for example, model by Heppner (1977) or
more recent Weimer (1996) and IZMEM model by Papitashvili et al. (1994). These
models calculate the potential difference over a specific location from a statistical
potential pattern parametrised by the components of the interplanetary magnetic field;
the latter could be obtained from satellite observations. But as far as high-resolution
GEC models are concerned, since the model by Roble and Hays (1979) and recent
work by Kartalev et al. (2004b) there seems to be no significant update on the modeling of the combination of the lower atmosphere and the ionosphere-magnetosphere current systems, although modelling of the latter components has improved over the years (Roble 1991). This can now be improved using new observations of the plasma flow at ionospheric heights with high frequency radar technique. This was established as continuous monitoring in the 1990’s, by the radar network SuperDARN, currently run by an international consortium of nine countries. SuperDARN (Chisham et al. 2007) currently consists of twenty operational radars in the northern and southern hemispheres which are able to monitor the high latitude electric field on a continuous basis. There are plans to expand the network equatorwards to form StormDARN, which will enable the electric field during highly disturbed intervals, geomagnetic storms, to be measured.

The SuperDARN observations available at present give an opportunity to revise this particular model component using the ionospheric electric potential patterns calculated from the SuperDARN observations (Ruohoniemi and Greenwald 1996). These SuperDARN polar cap potential data, necessary for the evaluation of higher latitude current generators (Chisham et al. 2007), are available from 1995 onwards with the best coverage in both hemispheres from 2000 onwards. The developing StormDARN should provide more material for the modelling of such effects at middle latitudes in near future.

As far as the impact of the ionospheric dynamo on the GEC is considered, it is expected that wind models, such as the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM, Hedin 1996) or the Thermosphere-Ionosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM) (Richmond et al. 1992) can provide the necessary input.

4. **EGATEC**

The Engineering model of the Global Atmospheric Electric Circuit (EGATEC) was proposed to start the development of a novel engineering quasi-3D model of the Earth’s DC global atmospheric electric circuit at the University of Leicester. EGATEC is a high-resolution electrical engineering model.

In the current version of EGATEC, the lower atmosphere current generators are modelled with current sources. The coverage of the generators is determined on the basis of the satellite measurement of surface area covered by various types of clouds, available from the ISCCP cloud data (Rossow and Schiffer 1991), and TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission, Kummerow et al. 1998) precipitation. Model current densities produced by the cloud generators are used, derived from available observations of the electric activity of such clouds, in particular the satellite OTD/LIS lightning flash rates. The area of the globe where the electric current is generated as well as current source-free area can be estimated with the spatial resolution of 5 degrees in latitude and longitude and 3 hour time resolution, which is mainly limited by the ISCCP D1 data resolution. The resistance load of the atmosphere is calculated using the atmospheric conductivity model by Tinsley and Zhou (2006) which is also spatially dependent and has the same spatial resolution. The current sources and resistance of the cloud generators and resistance of the cloud-free area associated with a latitude and longitude in a model grid create one circuit branch. These branches can be
connected in a network and create an electric circuit representing the GEC which can be solved either numerically according to the standard circuit theory or using a circuit simulation software PSpice. A result of such calculation or simulation is the global distribution and diurnal variation of the main GEC variables.

Nisbet (1983) was the first to introduce the idea of using circuit analysis software for simulations of a network representing a thunderstorm and its electrical environment (i.e., GEC) and used the Electrical Circuit Analysis Program (ACAP). Many of these programs are available on different system platforms for today’s computers. For example, SPICE, developed at the University of Berkeley, is a general-purpose circuit simulation program for DC, AC and transient analyses (Kielkowski 1995, Dobrowolski 2004). SPICE is currently available in some software packages (as PSpice) and the capability of this simulator is sufficient to create a high-resolution model of the DC global atmospheric electric circuit, with parameters distributed with latitude, longitude and altitude, and including simultaneously the effect of various processes operating in the circuit more realistically.

In EGATEC the air-Earth electric current density due to lower atmosphere current generators and vertical electric field can be calculated with the spatial and time resolution used for the input data. The total GEC current can also be calculated. The circuit can be constructed assuming the ionosphere as equipotential or non-equipotential surface while the ground is always assumed to be an ideally conducting surface. The main advantages of this model are:

- Input to the model is based on currently available satellite observations of clouds and cloud properties and activity, and the model includes a model of atmospheric conductivity. The model treats clouds more realistically by taking into account the role of the cloud conductivity in the global resistance and by assessing of the contribution of clouds as current generators;
- The main GEC parameter can be obtained at 3-hour time resolution and global distributions of the air-Earth current density and electric field at spatial resolution of 5 degrees in geographic coordinates;
- The model can be used for investigations of diurnal and seasonal variations of the GEC;
- The model is a high-resolution representation of the global atmospheric electric circuit created using an equivalent electric network. Standard algorithms and software can used for calculating and solving the model circuit.

The next version of EGATEC is under development and the developments include:

- Modelling of the coupling to the ionosphere-magnetosphere current system;
- Increasing spatial resolution of the model;
- Input from observed aerosol concentrations;
- Improving cloud generator model and cloud conductivity model.

5. Conclusions

The GEC is a global phenomenon and represents all natural static electric forces affecting the environment on both regional and global scales. However, there remain
many unresolved questions about the GEC and many GEC-related phenomena and processes are not fully understood or determined. It is necessary to not only continue monitoring the circuit by observations but also to improve our understanding through modelling and simulations of the GEC and its effects.

Developments of new techniques for measuring different electrical parameters and new findings in the area of atmospheric electricity require newer models and re-examination of previous results. Thus, the necessity of the development of such a model that treats realistically the overall processes contributing to the phenomenon.

New facilities, measurements and projects that have been established worldwide can support GEC-related research and enable the electrical effects of the global electric circuit in the atmosphere to be established. Such facilities provide various useful datasets which together with new modelling tools will lead to major improvements in modelling the global atmospheric circuit.
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Abstract

Observations of the atmospheric vertical electric field component \((E_z)\) at the mid-latitude Polish station Świder have been analyzed during 14 strong and moderate magnetic storms. Only data recorded under the so-called “fair weather” periods have been used for this analysis. The daily \(E_z\) variations under quiet geomagnetic conditions were established. The seasonal \(E_z\) level variations have demonstrated the winter maximum and summer minimum. The effect of the main phase of magnetic storm was discovered in the daytime mid-latitude \(E_z\) variations during any local magnetic activity. Short-time strong negative \(E_z\) excursion relative to the magnetically quiet daily level has been observed in the daytime simultaneously with magnetosphere substorm onset at the night sector. The long-duration depletion of the \(E_z\) amplitudes was found in association with Forbush decreases of galactic cosmic rays.

The results obtained can be interpreted as a significant influence of the changes in the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere system on the global electric circuit state.

1. Introduction

Variability of the atmospheric vertical electric field component \((E_z)\) near the Earth surface has been investigated in many studies. It has been commonly accepted that the integrated worldwide thunderstorm activity is considered as a main source of the atmospheric electricity variations. However, different solar wind effects manifested in
geomagnetic phenomena can provide some influence on \( E_z \) behavior due to ionosphere electric field disturbances which may significantly control the global electric circuit state (e.g., Sao 1967, Olson 1971, Apsen et al. 1888, Michnowski 1998, Tinsley 2000, Rycroft et al. 2000). Strong manifestations of the solar wind interactions with the magnetosphere and ionosphere processes, evident especially at the auroral and polar zones, were observed in high latitude \( E_z \) variations (e.g., Olson 1971, Nikiforova et al. 2003, Kleimenova et al. 1995, Michnowski 1998). The physical base of the solar wind influence on the high-latitude atmospheric electricity has been pointed out by Michnowski (1998).

Recently, the effects of magnetic storms in \( E_z \) ground-based measurements were found also at middle latitudes (Kleimenova et al. 2008, Kubicki 2008). In the present paper we continue the investigations of these newly discovered effects. In addition, we extend our study on a possible influence of the cosmic rays Forbush decreases associated with magnetic storms. Effects of transmission of the ionospheric and interplanetary electric fields to the lower atmosphere are to be distinguished.

There is still a serious difficulty in separating various local meteorological effects, existing in \( E_z \) variations even under the “fair weather” conditions, from the changes caused by solar wind, magnetosphere and ionosphere disturbances. Here we try to explain some of these problems by including in our analysis a study of the seasonal variability of \( E_z \) daily distributions observed under the geomagnetically quiet periods.

2. Observations

This study is based on regular registrations of the vertical component of atmospheric electric field (\( E_z \)) at mid-latitude Polish geophysical observatory at Świdery (geographical coordinates are \( \varphi = 52^\circ 07'N, \lambda = 21^\circ 15'E \), and the geomagnetic ones are \( \Phi = 47.8^\circ, \Lambda = 96.8^\circ \)). Magnetic local noon is at \( \sim \)10 UT. The instruments and their location are described by Kubicki (2001). We used the 1-hour data as well as the 1-min sampling data averaged at 5 min intervals, rejecting the short period fluctuations.

Only the data obtained during the so-called “fair weather” periods lasting through all 24 hours during the given day have been used for our analysis. The “fair weather” conditions request the absence of rain, drizzle, snow, hail, fog, lower cloudiness, local and distant thunderstorms, wind velocity exceeding 6 m/s, negative \( E_z \) values. Such demands in long-lasting intervals are usually seldom satisfied, so we could find not more than \( \sim \)40-60 “fair weather” days in the year (i.e., \( \sim \)12-15% of the total observations).

3. \( E_z \) diurnal variations

Historically, the diurnal global variations of the atmosphere electric field were studied during the cruises of the research vessel Carnegie in the early decades of the 20-th century. An average ground-level electric field diurnal curve (known as “Carnegie curve”) with a minimum near 03-05 UT and a main maximum near 18-21 UT was obtained due to longitudinal distribution of the global centers of the thunderstorm
activity. The “Carnegie curve” is still generally accepted as a reference standard global synchronous signature of the “fair-weather” atmospheric electric field behavior. This curve was obtained in the sea regions. At middle-latitude land stations, the diurnal $E_z$ variations are strongly affected by local convective turbulent currents, which are attenuated in the night and significantly enhanced with sunrise that leads to $E_z$ values increasing in that time (e.g., Apsen et al. 1988).

To find out the possible effects of the solar wind–magnetosphere disturbances on the atmospheric electricity it is very important to establish the mid-latitude $E_z$ diurnal variations under quiet geomagnetic conditions. For this analysis we used the 1-hour averaged $E_z$ registrations at Świder observatory and selected about 30 days of the “fair weather” under $K_p \sim 0-2$ in the years 1996-2005. The daily $E_z$ variations in all selected days are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The $E_z$ diurnal variations at Świder under magnetically quiet periods ($K_p \leq 2$); solid line – averaged quiet day data.

Despite a very strong dispersion of $E_z$ amplitudes, a common tendency is seen. There were two enhancements that roughly matched the “Carnegie curve”: before local noon (at ~06-10 UT, which corresponds to 08-12 MLT) and in the local evening (at ~14-18 UT, which corresponds to 16-20 MLT). These maxima correspond to the American and African thunderstorm activity centers.

In many cases, a comparison of the $E_z$ measurements in two consecutive magnetically quiet days has not demonstrated any significant $E_z$ amplitude differences (Fig. 2). It is possible to expect that the observed $E_z$ values scattering is at least a result of the seasonal changes in the global electric circuit state, partly due to seasonal variations of the worldwide thunderstorm activity. In fact, Fig. 2 demonstrates that the $E_z$ amplitude level in summer (the bottom panel) was significantly smaller (particularly the evening maximum) than that in spring (the middle panel) and in autumn (the upper panel).
Fig. 2. Examples of the $E_z$ diurnal variations in two consecutive magnetically quiet days.

Fig. 3. The averaged diurnal $E_z$ variations in winter and summer.

The statistical study of more than 30 year data (without the separation of the magnetically quiet and disturbed periods) (Kubicki et al. 2007) supported this assump-
tion. The daily variations of the averaged $E_z$ values at Świder in the summer and winter seasons are shown in Fig. 3. The winter $E_z$ values are much higher than the summer ones.

Similar seasonal $E_z$ variations were reported by Adlerman and Williams (1996) with the local summer (May–September) minimum, observed at 9 mid-latitude stations at the northern hemisphere. Earlier, the same result was reported by Paramonov (1950) and Israel (1973).

In our analysis we compared the observed $E_z$ amplitudes in each studied event with the $E_z$ records in the previous magnetically quiet days because the application of the year-averaged fair-weather data is not correct. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the 5-min sampled $E_z$ variations in three consecutive magnetically quiet days are presented in comparison with the year averaged $E_z$ variations (solid curve).

4. Effect of the magnetic storm main phase on the $E_z$ variations

We analyzed 14 magnetic storms in 2000-2004 observed under “fair weather” periods. We use the Dst-index, the 1-min sampled solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) parameters data collected from the OMNI base (ftp://nssdcftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/spacecraft_data/omni/high_res_omni/monthly_1min/) as well as the calculated interplanetary electric field variations. Two-day data of the May 23-24, 2000, and March 30-31, 2001, magnetic storms are presented in Fig. 5 and compared with the $E_z$ observations at Świder. The previous day was the “fair weather” magnetically quiet day.

![Fig. 4. The examples of the $E_z$ diurnal variations in three magnetically quiet days by comparison with year averaged data (solid line in Fig. 1).](image-url)

As a rule, a magnetic storm main phase development is accompanied by night side magnetosphere substorms and energetic electron precipitations in the high latitude ionosphere. The magnetograms from two auroral stations: College (CMO, $\Phi = 64.7^\circ$, $\Lambda = 263^\circ$) and Sodankyla (SOD, $\Phi = 63.8^\circ$, $\Lambda = 108^\circ$) and the mid-latitude station Belsk (BEL, $\Phi = 47.3^\circ$, $\Lambda = 96^\circ$) are shown in the lower part of Fig. 5. CMO is located at the opposite side of the Earth than Świder, thus the magnetic local noon at Świder
Fig. 5. Two examples of magnetic storms; from the top down: Dst-index, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz component, solar wind dynamic pressure (P), interplanetary electric field (Em), the Ez observations (solid line), the difference between the observed and quiet Ez values, and the magnetograms at BEL, CMO, and SOD.

(~10 UT) approximately corresponded to the magnetic local midnight at CMO (~11 UT). The strong magnetic substorms were observed during the main phase of considered magnetic storms; the simultaneous negative daytime Ez deviations relative to the magnetically quiet Ez level were observed at Świder (at ~08 UT on 24.05.2000, and at 12-16 UT on 31.03.2001).

The auroral observatory SOD is located in the same longitudinal sector as Świder, and in that time there were no significant magnetic disturbances either there or at mid-latitude observatory Belsk (BEL), located not far from Świder. A similar day-
time $E_z$ decrease associated with night-side substorms was typical for all analyzed magnetic storms.

5. **$E_z$ changes associated with Forbush decreases of cosmic rays**

It is well known that one of the important effects of the solar coronal mass ejection (CME) caused magnetic storms (e.g., Cane 2000) is a Forbush decrease of the galactic cosmic rays. The Forbush decrease starts with an interplanetary shock arrival and storm sudden commencement (SSC) onset.

We have analyzed several cases of Forbush decrease observed in the course of magnetic storm. Two such examples (August 16-19, 2001, and September 10-12, 2005) are shown in Fig. 6. The AE-index represents the global night side substorm activity. One can see the strong $E_z$ depletion in the days of Forbush effect development. Besides, the evening $E_z$ maximum, typical for quiet daily variations, was sometimes completely ceased, as it is seen on 17.08.2001 and 11.09.2005.

Earlier, the decrease of the atmospheric electric field at times of Forbush decrease events was reported, e.g., by Apsen et al. (1988) and Märcz (1997), but without a comparison with the geomagnetic conditions.

![Fig. 6. Two examples of the Forbush decrease influence on the $E_z$ changes; from the top down: Dst-index, auroral AE index, the data of neutral monitor in Oulu, and the $E_z$ observations (solid line) in reference to the averaged magnetically quiet $E_z$ variations in the correspondent season (thin line).](image-url)
6. Discussion

Typically, the magnetic storm main phase is accompanied by magnetosphere substorms and corresponding strong impulsive auroral AE index magnification, associated with particle precipitation at auroral latitudes, which strongly enhances the ionosphere conductivity. The cosmic ray Forbush decreases are observed also in the main phase of magnetic storms under strong ring current enhancement due to the injection of particles from the magnetosphere tail, which later precipitate into the high-latitude ionosphere. As a result, the total resistance of the ionosphere part of the global electric circuit may decrease.

According to previous authors (e.g., Olson 1971, Apsen et al. 1988, Nikiforova et al. 2003, 2005), magnetosphere substorms and visible auroras at high latitudes are accompanied by negative night-side $E_z$ anomalies. But in the presented study similar $E_z$ changes were for the first time revealed at mid-latitude station Świdr in the daytime. The considered effect of the storm main phase in atmospheric electricity could be a result of large-scale changes in the ionosphere part of the global electric circuit and the energetic particle precipitation into the lower ionosphere. There is one more agent that could affect the mid-latitude $E_z$ variations. That is the penetration of the interplanetary electric field ($E_m$) to the low-latitude ionosphere, as discussed by Huang et al. (2005). However, there is no linear dependence between the observed $E_z$ effects and $E_m$ intensity (Fig. 5).

The seasonal variations of $E_z$ level in the northern hemisphere demonstrate the summer minimum. It is important to mention that according to Adlerman and Williams (1996), the minimum in the $E_z$ seasonal variations at the southern hemisphere stations (e.g., Buenos Aires and Johannesburg) was observed also in local summer (from October to April). It means, there is the opposite phase between the hemispheres. This fact strongly points to the dominance of a local influence over a global one. According to Lutz (1939) and Israel (1973), the seasonal variations of the atmospheric conductivity demonstrate the summer maximum, i.e., opposite to $E_z$ seasonal change. The $E_z$ seasonal variations appear to be the result of several seasonal factors, including the variations of the boundary layer aerosol concentration. The air conductivity increase leads to the atmospheric electric field ($E_z$) decrease.

7. Summary

1. For the first time there was found the effect of the main phase of a magnetic storm in the daytime $E_z$ changes at mid-latitude as short time negative $E_z$ anomalies associated with night-side magnetospheric substorm development under any local magnetic activity.

2. During the days of cosmic ray Forbush decrease development, the mid-latitude $E_z$ depletion was found in comparison with magnetically quiet-time $E_z$ data.

3. The season dependence of the $E_z$ diurnal variations at mid-latitudes were established, demonstrating the local summer minimum and local winter maximum.
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Preliminary Analysis of Dynamic Evolution and Lightning Activity Associated with Supercell Event: Case Story of the Severe Storm with Tornado and Two Heavy Hail Gushes in Poland on 20 July 2007
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Abstract

A violent explosion of deep convection struck many countries in Europe on 20 July 2007. In that day, severe thunderstorms were accompanied by floods and harmful winds, and even by one 8-minute incident of tornado in Poland. In this paper we have presented the detail analysis of supercell dynamic development connected with tornado incident and the time and space behavior of its lightning activity detected by the SAFIR/PURUN network system. For this purpose, we have used reflectivity data from four Doppler radars, i.e., in Ramża, Pastewnik, Brzuchania and Legionowo, to obtain as realistic as possible history of the 3-dimensional dynamic evolution of convective complex which started to develop over south Poland. We were able to distinguish 5 stages of such a convective evolution, i.e., for the time interval 00–04 UT – the nocturnal dissipation of previous convective structures; between 04 and 10 UT – the further development and dissipation of few new convective cells; between 10 and 14 UT – the development of one large convective cluster and a new convective single cell – a precursor of the next aggregation and supercell; between 14 and 16 UT – the further growth/enlargement of the supercell; and finally between 16 and 18 UT – the mature stage of supercell with tornado near Częstochowa associated with a growth of a new convective complex developing over the Tatra mountains and Slovakia. To perform relevant interpretation of the composite radar pictures we prepared, we used two computer simulations with different grid resolutions; the first one concerned the region over Europe, with 14 km grid step and divided into 35 levels, and the other one, nested over Poland (the COSMOLM model, see Steppeler et al. 2003), with grid step squeezed up to 2.8 km and vertical resolu-
tion of 50 levels. Moreover, we have taken into account two additional important sources of data: the cloud coverage from satellite observations and the accompanying lightning activity from the SAFIR/PERUN detection system. The numerical forecast model applied predicted many characteristic singularities of the observed real weather situation and gave us also a possibility to get a much deeper insight into some fine mechanisms which could be considered as steering for the studied case, e.g., the occurrence of right- and left-mover wind patterns during convective development of the tornado system. We have also included to our analysis the examination of the observed lightning rate changes of particular convective complexes before and after the supercell aggregation. On the other hand, locations of positive and negative return strokes of cloud-to-ground flashes (RS+ and RS−), and intra cloud discharges (IC) given by the SAFIR/PERUN system in the supercell area revealed their specific clustering co-located with precipitation/hail shafts and previous widespread IC lightning activity followed by grouped CG± flash strokes.

**Key words:** supercell storm, tornado, hail gush, lightning activity, lightning detection.

1. **Introduction**

On July 20, 2007, about 16:05 UTC, the Rędziny, Kłomnice i Mostów regions of the Częstochowa district were struck by tornado, which destroyed dwelling houses, farm buildings, transmission lines and poles, falling down tens of hectares of forest, and displacing automobiles (Bebłot et al. 2007). The Katowice branch of the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management made an inspection of the site, aerial photographs, interviewed the eyewitnesses (a videotape is available), and estimated the losses. Strong hailstorms were observed an hour before, during, and after the tornado. According to the eyewitness reports, the hailstones were initially of pea size, then large and irregular ice pieces, some 5 cm or more in diameter. The ground was covered by a thick ice layer reaching to the knees. During the tornado and right afterwards, horizontally moving hailstones of a tennis-ball size were observed. The tornado trail length was about 14 km, and the width of the destruction track was up to 500 m. The mean speed of displacement was some 45 km/h. On the basis of the type of damage, the tornado was classified as between F1 and F2 in Fujita-Pearson scale (Fujita 1981), or T4 in the 11-step TORRO scale. The wind speed in the vortex could reach 60 m/s (Beblot et al. 2007).

2. **Measuring equipment and main sources of data**

Our database prepared for examination of the considered supercell incident in Poland is based on four Doppler radar observations carried out routinely within 10 minute interval for 250 km range. These radars of METEOR 500C type and GEMATRONIK production are placed at Ramża, Pastewnik, Brzuchania and Legionowo site and are a part of the national Polish radar net named POLRAD. More information about the POLRAD net organization is available on the web site: www.pogodynka.pl.
On the other hand, all data about IC and CG lightning flashes activity detected over Poland territory and connected with the analyzed supercell and tornado occurrence were obtained from the Polish SAFIR/PERUN lightning location and detection network system. This network consists of nine VHF/LF detection stations of the type SAFIR 3000 (Vaisala 2003, Chap. 2 pp. 7-87) covering the whole Poland country and giving the lightning flash location accuracy below 1 km for 90% of that area. Additional technical data and information about basic principles of its operational and discrimination rules can be found in some manual reference books supplied by the present producer of that system (e.g., SAFIR 2001: Chap. 3, pp. 9-11, Chap. 5, pp. 16-20 and SAFIR 2003: Chap. 2, pp. 18-45).

The changes in cloud coverage over Europe in the visible light range during the analyzed severe weather condition period were taken from the satellite observations done by the EUMETSAT which were received and processed by the IMWM Department in Cracow.

3. Synoptic background

Going back to July 12, 2007, in the 300 hPa temperature field over the Atlantic the drop of cold Arctic air started moving from Greenland towards the British Isles, eventually modifying the formation of the Atlantic branch of the polar jet stream. Figure 1 presents the 300 hPa temperature field at 00 UTC on July 20, 2007, i.e., after 8 days of the cold air movement over North Atlantic. In Fig. 2 we see the isotachs which indicate the location of the polar jet stream. These two objects determined the synoptic situation which led to the explosion of convection over Europe on this day, including the tornado over Poland. The Atlantic branch of the jet stream extended northeasterly and was pumping the hot and moist tropical air masses over Europe, as shown in the 850 hPa temperature field (see Fig. 3).

In Fig. 4 we present the 315 K isentrope (potential temperature surface) with a characteristic swelling over England which represents the above-mentioned cold drop, and a jet stream embedded into it. The isobars at the 8 km level make it possible to evaluate their mutual vertical configuration. After 16 hours, the jet stream over Europe was torn away by an abrupt explosion of convection (Fig. 5), still retaining its two weakening branches: the one directed towards the British Isles and the other directed easterly, over Germany and Poland.

The synoptic situation was difficult to analyze because of the fact that the dominant driving process for the abrupt convection over Europe was an inflow in the upper troposphere of a cold arctic air over a warm and humid tropical air; such a mechanism has been well recognized in meteorology (Browning 1985). Differences in the msl synoptic analysis made by English, German, Dutch, and Polish services point to a difficulty in working out a concept how to analyze the development of upper fronts.

While the large-scale traits of synoptic process, expressed through the pressure field, horizontal wind, and even the humidity, were satisfactorily reproduced by the model, the cloud water of the convective clouds was underestimated; see Fig 6 and compare it with the satellite photo (Fig. 7).
Fig. 1. July 20, 2007, 00 UTC, temperature at the 300 hPa level.

Fig. 2. July 20, 2007, 00 UTC, jet at the 300 hPa level.

Fig. 3. July 20, 00 UTC, temperature at the 850 hPa level.

Fig. 4. The 315 K isentrope with the jet stream.

Fig. 5. 16 UTC: Jet at 30 m/s surface and wind speed on 10.2 km level. Pressure on 1.5 km altitude and radar reflectivity over southern Poland. Vertical cross-section of potential temperature, where squeezing temperature isopleths represent passage to the stratosphere.
Fig. 6. Cloud water from the model for 16 UTC and radar reflectivity against the background of jet stream.

Fig. 7. Infrared satellite photo at 16 UTC which displays the supercell in the Częstochowa region and the convective complexes over the Tatra mountains and Slovakia.
On the three-dimensional image in Fig. 6, at 16 UTC, we see a jet stream (in blue) disrupted by convection and the cloud cover (cloud water): (a) the image (light green) generated in 4-hour forecast (tumbled structures not much elevated above the orography surface), (b) the real cloudiness reconstructed from the radar reflectivity; the bright two objects are the convective complexes, the one in the region around Częstochowa and the other around the Tatra mountains. The convective complex around Częstochowa was identified as a thunderstorm supercell (Browning and Ludlam 1962), underneath which the tornado had formed. The object is 30 km wide and 18 km high.

4. History of the convective system development over south Poland: synthesis and stages

An analysis of the whole material makes it possible to distinguish the following main synoptic processes that led to the formation of tornado: (a) the inflow of cold and dry arctic air mass in the upper troposphere over warm and humid tropical air prevailing underneath, (b) cyclone-genesis in the shade of mountains (the so-called lee cyclongenesis) north of the Moravian Gate, (c) extremely high maximum temperature values, reaching 40°C, (d) local vorticity transport, with distinct positive (cyclonal, anticlockwise) and negative (anticyclonal, clockwise) directions. The following periods of the convective situation development were distinguished:

(A) Nocturnal disintegration of the preceding convective complex; 00-04 UTC,
(B) Development and disintegration of individual convective cells; 04-10 UTC,
(C) Formation of a convective cluster, i.e., a slowly moving clockwise convective object of the right-mover type, and an initiating cell for a further supercell formation, i.e., a very strongly moving and abruptly upwelling huge cumulonimbus cloud with a supposed anticlockwise rotation of the left-mover type; 10-14 UTC,

Fig. 8. Satellite photo at 8:00 UTC. Fig. 9. Satellite photo at 04 UTC.
(D) Formation of a supercell from the merging of slowly-moving clockwise convective complex with a huge cumulonimbus cloud abruptly upwelling, being embedded in the positive vorticity region; 14-16 UTC,

(E) Mature supercell stage, with a tornado in the Częstochowa region (16:05 – 16:15 UTC) and a convective complex originated over the Tatra mountains and Slovakia; 16-18 UTC.

The variability of convective situation is illustrated by the satellite photographs in visible light.

The lee cyclone-genesis effect (equivalent to the increase of vorticity in the lower layer), as shown in Figs. 14A and 14B, and the effect of surface temperature growth
Comparing computer simulations on different grid nets and examples of 3D analyses at a dense grid

5.1 Comparing computer simulations on different grid nets (downscaling): PL14/35 vs. PL2.8/50 for 16:00 UTC

The following computer simulations by COSMO-Lm model have been performed: (a) for domain over Europe: grid 14 km/35 levels, simulation range 00-18 h; grid 07 km/35 levels, range 12-18 h; grid 07 km/50 levels, range 12-18 h; (b) for domain over...
Poland: grid 2.8km/50 levels, range 12-18 h. The initial and boundary data has been provided on the operational routine basis according to mutual agreement between DWD and IMGW. The detail comparison between all the simulations would be time consuming and deserves separate work; here we investigate the most distinguished runs and limit the area of search to Poland: PL14/35, PL2.8/50 and concentrating on 16 UTC, the term close to tornadogenesis. By their nature, tornados (especially the weak ones) „omit” the standard surface observation network. For this case, out of the neighboring Częstochowa SYNOP reports, only in Częstochowa SYNOP (only 5 km from the place and 5 min past the term the tornado has gone) we found some significant wind turn and wind gust between 15 and 17 UTC. According to code DD FF FF_911: (060, 04, -1000) => (330, 10, 19) => (320, 8, 17), with pressure practically the same. The most credible testimony of the tornado event remains eye-witnessing and analysis in situ (Beblot et al. 2007). The tornado impact is seen also on radars reflectivity (in dBZ) and radial wind from Doppler radars (however, within the distance limited to 100 km), and on infrared and visible satellite pictures. Having knowledge on the tornado event we may look for signs of confirmation in the products of computer simulation. The following meteorological elements were chosen as sensitive to the case: msl pressure, vertical motions, cloud water, wind direction and velocity over the surface with its maximal velocity for 6 h, temperature at 2 m, tops of convective clouds, vorticity. Not always, the higher resolution forecast PL2.8/50 was better enlightening the event. And so:

(a) For the msl pressure, PL2.8/50 better than PL14/35 reflects the lee cyclone-genesis in the East Sudetes mountain range,
(b) For vertical motions, simulations with PL2.8/50 generated chaotic pattern and difficulties with interpretation comparing to PL14/35,
(c) The cloud water content is strongly correlated with the heights of cloud tops (i.e., atmospheric instability). Both model versions faulty forecasted cloud water. PL14/35 creates a fictive band of cloudiness over Wielkopolska Lowland, PL2.8/50 dried this band and creates singular clouds cells south of Poland border, which is possibly better,
(d) For the direction and wind velocity 2 m over the surface, both simulations give in general the same flow pattern. However, PL2.8/50 provides far more details and occasionally strengthens the wind velocity,
(e) For the maximal wind velocity over 6 hours we found significant enforcing and particularisation by PL2.8/50: it shows the zone of the very strong winds on the tornado domain. Despite the fact that the zone of strong winds is moved north, it must be unequivocally associated with supercell. PL2.8/50 is significantly better than PL14/35 (see Figs. 16A and 16B),
(f) For the temperature 2 m near the surface, the general view of the field is preserved by both model versions; PL2.8/50 gives some new values of T-2 m > 36 deg near the tornado track,
(g) Vorticity (hcurl according to the program GrADS) is calculated as a mean value in the lower atmosphere, and the streamlines of direct and relative wind are taken for this particular mean level. Vorticity (hcurl) and the streamlines of direct and relative wind are presented in Fig. 17A and 17B.
Fig. 16A. VMAX according to PL14/35, where VMAX denotes maximal wind.

Fig. 16B. VMAX according to PL2.8/50 velocity over 6 hours.

Fig. 17A. Vorticity hcurl and streamlines: PL14/35.

Fig. 17B. Vorticity hcurl and streamlines: PL2.8/50.

The PL2.8/50 view is significant particularisation, but rising ambiguity (loss of transparency). In general, the relative motion pattern remains preserved. Despite the track near the tornado, we got new rotational nuclei. Thus, PL14/35 stands for clarity, especially distinctly separates area of positive and negative vorticity (see Fig. 17A).

Concerning 3D analysis we concentrate on PL2.8/50 simulations trying to interpret compound 3D composites in favour of the model ability to reproduce, as expected, “real” tornado. Many synoptic futures were correctly reproduced by the model and helped to understand the mechanisms of the case and deduce even such subtle processes like right and left moving wind patterns of tornado convective system. Nevertheless, the QC (cloud water) convective structures as simulated by the model remain underestimated. One of the reasons of the fault is that the proper radar assimilation scheme was not adopted, but the second suspicion is that the ageostrophic flow just under the jet stream was not adequately represented.
5.2 Clockwise movement of a supercell – the right-mover type

Fig. 18. The 3D structure of a right-mover type supercell reconstructed from radar reflectivity, with the current lines in relative movement obtained by subtraction of the selected horizontal velocity vector profile over the tornado site from the horizontal wind profile in the whole domain. The selected fixed wind profile represents the supercell movement as one compact object; once the wind field is subtracted, there remains the relative air movement in the cell itself, and the reduction of horizontal velocity makes the effect of vertical velocity more pronounced. The array of horizontal current lines depends on the altitude. The vertical extent: 15 km.

5.3 Vertical cross-section of the supercell: wind jump and the vortex pipe

Fig. 19. The vertical cross-section of the supercell with wind field streamlines in the velocity field. A characteristic wind jump in the lower troposphere, with a trace of vortex pipe in the velocity field above the jump is seen. The radar reflectivity in the background. The vertical extent: 15 km.
5.4 **Vertical cross-section of the supercell: wind field in the relative motion**

Fig. 20. The vertical cross-section in the rear part of the supercell, with wind field streamlines in the relative motion: the effect of the vertical velocity is enlarged. The vertical extent: 15 km.

5.5 **Vertical cross-section of the supercell: exaggerated relative motion**

Fig. 21. Vertical cross-section of a supercell with the wind field streamlines in the relative motion. The view from the south. The vertical extent: 5 km. The wind vector profile is on the axis of supposed mesocyclone. Characteristic “chimney” alignment of the upgoing and down-going currents next to each other is a certain approximation of how the real movement field is organized.
Fig. 22. Vertical cross-section of the supercell with the wind field streamlines in the relative motion, as in Fig. 21, but in the SW perspective. The vertical extent: 5 km.

6. An analysis of thunderstorm lightning activity during the supercell and tornado formation process

From our collected database of the considered tornado formation, we have presented in Figs. 23 and 24 the overlapping of reflectivity radar maps obtained from the Leginowo radar and lightning discharge locations, both for cloud-to-ground and intracloud ones, that were detected by the SAFIR/PERUN system at the moment just before the merging of the convective complex with the abruptly rising cumulonimbus cloud, which

Fig. 23. The Leginowo radar reflectivity map, at 14:40 UTC, in dBz, indicated by colored scale and lighting strokes locations denoted by small grey squares during the time interval 14:40–50 UTC.

Fig. 24. The Leginowo radar reflectivity map, at 15:20 UTC, in dBz, indicated by colored scale and lighting strokes locations denoted by small grey squares during the time interval 15:20–30 UTC.
was fast moving northward from the Moravian Gate region. Two instants of time were selected for the presentation, i.e., 14:40 and 15:20 UTC, to indicate the appearance of a possible interaction mechanism between the particular thunderstorm lightning activity pattern and dynamic convection evolution directed toward a supercell formation. However, this problem should be explained in greater detail, with an attempt of determining the electric space charge structure of merging active thunderstorm cells. Thus, further field investigations are needed to be performed, e.g., by using in situ balloon electric field soundings of aggregating thunderclouds and at least 3D lightning locations mapper giving more information about the height distribution of cloud/electric space charge region involved in initiation of IC and CG lightning strokes.

6.1 The course of lightning activity recorded during the development of supercell convective complex

6.1.1 Changes of lightning rate

Taking into account the particular stages of dynamic evolution of the considered supercell convective complex and using the space domain that was especially chosen for this purpose, we also examined the time variation of frequency of different types of lightning discharges detected by the SAFIR/PERUN network system, i.e., positive and negative return strokes (RS− and RS+) of cloud-to-ground flashes (CG), intra cloud discharges (IC), and other, not fully recognized discharges, and named isolated points (IP), in order to obtain and display some characteristic features of special kind pattern of lightning activity accompanying the studied severe weather phenomena. Namely, we have found (see Fig. 25) that the first peak of lightning frequency histogram, with a total of 1422 lightning strokes per 10 minute interval and for 4 stroke types detected by the SAFIR/PERUN system, preceded by 25 minutes the onset of first heavy hail gush, by 1 hour and 10 minutes the moment of visible tornado onset, and by 1 and half hour the second episode with heavy hail gush. On the other hand, the next, much more distinct peak of such lightning frequency, with a total of 5065 lightning strokes per 10 minute interval, followed by 65 minutes the onset of first heavy hail gush and by 20 minutes the moment of visible tornado and overlapped with the onset of the second episode with heavy hail gush. Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that such information about the rapid and great changes of lightning rate, operationally supplied by the SAFIR/PERUN detection network system, could be used as a significant predictor for nowcasting and preparing warnings of approaching dangerous storm hazards.

Some details of peculiar changes of lightning activity connected with the biggest increase of lightning rate that occurred between 15:50 and 16:10 (see Fig. 27) are given more distinctly by Table 1. Thus, we can see that the tornado incident was preceded by meaningful jump of IP and IC counts per 10 minute interval, whereas counts of RS− were decreased slightly, with nearly the same small number of RS+. In result we obtained increasing and a great value of ratio IC/RS−+RS+, which was finally about 6 times greater than that one observed during ordinary thunderstorms in Poland (Barański et al. 2002).

Many lightning characteristics gathered during supercell event observations reviewed and reported recently by Tessendorf (2009) have indicated that the IC/CG ratio
Fig. 25. Histogram of lightning frequency for different types of discharges detected by the SAFIR/PERUN network system in the chosen area containing two separated convective cells (see Fig. 26A) and the considered supercell complex after cell aggregation (see Fig. 26B), i.e., positive and negative return strokes of cloud-to-ground flashes (RS+, RS−), intracloud discharges (IC), and not fully recognized discharges named isolated points (IP). Additionally the time changes of radar echo top of those cells and supercell are overlapped with the same time interval.

Fig. 26A. Brzuchania radar echo top map at the 14:20 UTC showing two separated convective cells A (bigger but lower) and B (smaller but higher).

Fig. 26B. Brzuchania radar echo top map moment 15:20 UTC showing the supercell complex just after connection of A and B cells.

tends to increase with increasing storm severity and its electrical activity. Thus, it could also be used as an indicator of enhanced severe weather potential. Moreover, Goodman et al. (1999), basing on his experience with severe and tornadic storms in...
Central Florida (USA), has noticed that sudden increases in the lightning rate, which he referred to as lightning “jumps”, have preceded the occurrence of severe weather phenomena by 10 or more minutes. These jumps were typically 30–60 flashes/min², and were easily identified as anomalously large derivatives in the flash rate. For our case of supercell event (see Fig. 25), the maximum value of total lightning rate was of the order 10 strokes/min² and occurred about 5 minutes before the tornado visible appearance.

![Graph showing number of RS⁺ (yellow curve) and RS⁻ (violet curve) strokes per 10 minute interval compared with radar echo top of the considered two aggregating convective cells (A and B) and the resulting supercell complex.]

**Table 1**

Counts of different lightning types, i.e., IP, IC and RS, and ratio IC/RS⁺, indicated by the SAFIR/PERUN detections during rapid, increasing phase of lightning rate and for three selected time moments (see Fig. 25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time [UTC]</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>IC</th>
<th>RS⁻</th>
<th>RS⁺</th>
<th>IC/RS⁺</th>
<th>+RS⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:50</td>
<td>2625</td>
<td>2559</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td>2987</td>
<td>2902</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:10</td>
<td>3014</td>
<td>2919</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1.2 Clustering of CG lightning discharges during the observed supercell event

To show how clustering of CG flashes detected by the SAFIR/PERUN system in time of supercell evolution was progressing, we have distinguished, basing on Fig. 25, five characteristic time episodes of its development as follows:

- at 14:50, i.e., the first peak of lightning frequency rate with a total of 1422 lightning strokes detected per 10 min interval and before the supercell onset with two separated convective complexes,
- at 15:20, i.e., the beginning of the first hail event connected with the local minimum of lightning frequency rate and with a total of about 1100 lightning strokes detected per 10 min interval,
- at 16:00, i.e., the beginning of tornado incident with its visible appearance and with a total of about 4200 lightning strokes detected per 10 min interval,
- at 16:10, i.e., the end of tornado incident with a total of about 4600 lightning strokes detected per 10 min interval,
- at 16:20, i.e., the second hail event with the maximum value of lightning frequency rate reaching a total of 5065 lightning strokes detected per 10 min interval.

All the stages mentioned above are depicted in Figs. 28–32, respectively. On the other hand, the existence of a mature stage of the supercell formation is indicated by finding of the so-called bounded weak echo region (BWER), first described by Chisholm and Renick (1972), and is shown in Fig. 33. According to Browning hypothesis (Browning and Ludlam 1960) the BWER is a result of very rapid air rising by very strong updrafts so that insufficient time is available for the formation of precipitation particles, which may be detected by radar scan.

Time evolution of the considered supercell formation together with time and space changes of the accompanying CG, activity shown by the sequence of five episodes in Figs. 28–32 have revealed that the majority of CG, flashes detected by the SAFIR/PERUN system was negative and they were located very close to the main precipitation shafts indicated by simultaneous radar scans. Hence, these observations may point out that, likewise for a typical thundercloud, also for our case of supercell event the precipitation phenomena are a driving factor for the initiation of the CG lightning strokes and their amount. However, it is worth to note that in the case of supercell it has covered not only one, but several large regions with high-altitude intense precipitation/hail shafts. It was also an amazing and unexpected observation result that this supercell precipitation shaft connected with tornado event has generated only one single and strong CG stroke. The possible reason of such weak lightning activity behavior in tornado area may be a fast removal of small lower positive charge centers (LPCC’s) from that part of supercell by an appearing tornado wind field pattern.

Taking into account simultaneous time changes of lightning rate for different types of lightning flash activity and radar echo top parameter recorded during supercell storm event in Poland (see Fig. 25 and Fig. 27) we can note that the local minimum value of supercell echo top has coincided with the maximum value of total lightning rate, while the maximum value of lightning rate for RS. strokes has preceded the maximum value of supercell echo top by 20 minutes (see scale zoom given in Fig. 27).
Fig. 28. Brzuchania radar data and lightning detections before the supercell onset; description of radar reflectivity and altitude of radar echo scale is given in Fig. 31. Space collocations between particular CG clusters and radar reflectivity/precipitation cores are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 29. Brzuchania radar data and lightning detections at the beginning of first hail event; description of radar reflectivity and altitude of radar echo scale is given in Fig. 31. Space collocations between particular CG clusters and radar reflectivity/precipitation cores are indicated by arrows.
Fig. 30. Brzuchania radar data and lightning detections after tornado incident; description of radar reflectivity and altitude of radar echo scale is given in Fig. 31. Space collocations between particular CG clusters and radar reflectivity/precipitation cores are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 31. Brzuchania radar data with overlapping lightning CG detections during 10 minute interval covering the tornado incident; single negative CG lightning flash detected by the SAFIR/PERUN system that was located very close to the tornado trace (shown as a black bar) is indicated as small black open circle; its estimated return stroke lightning current was equal to −47.1 kA.
Fig. 32. Brzuchania radar data and lightning detections at the beginning of the second hail event; description of radar reflectivity and altitude of radar echo scale is given in Fig. 31. Space collocations between particular CG clusters and radar reflectivity/precipitation cores are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 33. The example of PPI and Vcot radar scans taken from Brzuchania site which displaying the supercell region with hook echo; black bar on the left side picture denotes the direction of performed Vcot which is presented on the right panel.
The first time relationship may be caused by the occurrence in that time of some downdrafts which were increasing the supercell IC strokes activity during the second hail episode. On the other hand, the second time relation can agree with a scenario presented by Rust et al. (1981) and showing typical location of to-ground channels for different polarity of CG flashes relative to supercell storm dynamic structure driven by strong updraft associated with mesocyclone wind field pattern and when total CG flash activity is not dominated by RS₃ strokes. Also MacGorman and Nielsen (1991) reported the case when RS₇ flash rates were larger than RS₈ ones throughout a storm that produced strong tornado and was classified as a supercell for an hour.

6.1.3 Lightning current distribution of CG flashes during the observed supercell event

Discrimination of CG₃ flashes that are allowed and processed by algorithm procedures of the SAFIR/PERUN system implemented in the Polish network enables us to obtain their estimated lightning current distribution as such shown in Fig. 34 and with discarding all return strokes having lightning current less than 3 kA. Hence, we can note that during the whole life time of the considered supercell, its CG flashes activity was dominated by weak negative return strokes having the bin peak lightning current of −10 kA for 6200 strokes. On the other hand, positive return strokes were considerably less numerous than negative ones, and had the bin peak lightning current of 10 kA for 400 strokes.

Fig. 34. Histogram of the estimated peak value of positive and negative return strokes of CG flashes detected by SAFIR/PERUN system during supercell event in Poland on 20 July 2007.
The development of convective situation over south Poland on July 20, 2007, was conditioned in the synoptic scale by a degradation of the Polar Front and dissipation of the combined polar and tropical jet streams, with a characteristic inflow of cold polar mass (an active upper cold front) over warm and humid tropical air masses. A process of this type generates the so-called conditional potential instability and releases a strong convection. The macro synoptic situation favorable for the development of a strong convection over south Poland was realized through the lee cyclogenesis in the shade of the Moravian Gate (hence an increase of vorticity in the lower layer) and a strong increase of temperature enhancing the instability and accumulation of the available potential energy (CAPE), which initiated the convection. The convective system was analyzed and stages of development and mature were determined. The time moment was defined in which the huge right convective complex collided with a gigantic cumulonimbus cloud with positive vorticity spin. Once the two cells merge, a supercell is formed with right-moving (most probably dominant at the moment, but with tendency to vanish) macro circulations and the inner mesocyclone rotating to the left. The mesocyclone can be noticed in the mature development phase of the supercell development on the visible light satellite photo. The relatively weak tornado thus formed was short-lived, and the supercell circulation, already deprived of the characteristic near-ground whirl, was entirely left moving. The behavior of thunderstorm activity was analyzed and characteristic traits of the discharges accompanying the tornado onset were determined, with a supposed eventful influence of thunderstorm electricity on the fusion of thunderstorm cells making up the supercell and tornado.

The increasing number of huge disasters over the world caused by severe weather phenomena, such as tropic storms and tornados, which are sometimes connected with violent floods has focused the efforts of atmospheric research community on more scrutinized post-time examination of such incidents taking into account a possible mutual interaction mechanism between their dynamic development and associated lightning activity. And so, for example, the last issue of Atmospheric Research journal published in July 2009 (No. 1-3) is almost completely devoted to presentation of recent reports and considerations on that subject. Here, the most important thing is to answer the basic question to what extent the observed lightning activity accompanying severe hail/supercell or MCS (Mesoscale Convective System) complexes may be used as a good proxy of their dynamic development. As for now, we do not see any straight way which will be directed to achieve full and wide understanding of that hot problem. Nevertheless, further experimental and theoretical studies are strongly needed to get deeper knowledge about the relationship between lightning behavior and evolution of severe weather conditions that would help us to enhance the warning decision tree and improve short term forecasting of approaching dangerous storm hazards. Moreover, such studies are also crucial for gaining the greatest benefit from the modern advanced lightning detection and location technologies, i.e., 3D lightning mapping ground-based networks which should be more widespread and satellites which should have the capability to measuring total lightning flash rates and bringing that data online. Due to such research action more information on lightning discharges in severe supercell thunderstorms will be collected and analyzed.
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Abstract

We consider dynamics of the lightning-channel corona sheath that is implicitly specified by lumped-current-source (LCS) type (transmission-line-type) and distributed-current-source (DCS) type (traveling-currents-source type) lightning return-stroke models. A relaxation model of charge motion in the corona sheath is used to investigate the rate of its expansion and shrinking. This model can be viewed as a generalization of the model proposed by Maslowski and Rakov (2006) and can be applied to both LCS and DCS return-stroke models with specified longitudinal current distribution.

1. Introduction

When leader charge is deposited on a thin lightning channel core (away from the leader tip), the deposited charge will create a radial electric field which exceeds the breakdown value and pushes the charge away from the core. As a result, the leader channel consists of a thin core surrounded by a radially formed corona sheath. The corona sheath expands outward from the channel core until the radial electric field is less than the breakdown value, assumed to be about 2 MV/m by Baum and Baker (1990) and 1 MV/m by Kodali et al. (2005). It is generally thought (e.g., Baum and Baker 1990, Rakov 1998) that the bulk of the leader charge is stored in the corona sheath whose radius is of the order of meters, while the highly conductive channel core (probably
less than 0.5 cm in radius) carries essentially all the longitudinal current. The return-stroke current wave traverses the leader-channel core and serves to bring it to ground potential. As a result, the leader charge stored in the corona sheath collapses into the channel core and is transferred to ground. More information on the role of corona envelopes in various lightning processes is found in Heckman and Williams (1989).

Maslowski and Rakov (2006), based on their consideration of the lightning corona sheath dynamics, inferred the existence of two zones around the lightning channel core during the return stroke stage. The inner zone (Zone 1) has net positive charge, and the outer zone (Zone 2) contains negative charge, with the net charge inside the entire corona sheath being equal to zero. It was assumed that the final neutralization of corona charge occurs after the return stroke stage. Similar electrical structure of the return-stroke corona sheath has been considered by Gorin (1985), who studied corona processes during the return stroke stage of long laboratory sparks. Recently, two improved models for prediction of charge motion in the corona sheath are proposed and the radial expansion of Zone 1 and its shrinking was examined (Maslowski et al. 2009). Both models include the motion of negative leader charge from the outer to the inner zone, towards the core and can be viewed as generalizations of the model proposed by Maslowski and Rakov (2006). In this paper, we consider detailed dynamics of the corona sheath predicted by lumped-current-source (LCS) type and distributed-current-source (DCS) type return-stroke models with specified longitudinal current distribution (Maslowski and Rakov 2007).

2. Dynamics of the Corona Sheath

A lightning return-stroke model with specified longitudinal current distribution (an engineering return-stroke model) is usually defined as an equation relating the longitudinal channel current \( i(z', t) \) at any height \( z' \) and any time \( t \) to the current \( i(0, t) \) at the channel origin, \( z' = 0 \) (e.g., Rakov and Uman, 2003), that is

\[
i(z', t) = u(t - z'/v_f) P(z') i(0, t - z'/v_f),
\]

where \( u \) is the Heaviside function equal to unity for \( t \geq z'/v_f \) and zero otherwise, \( P(z') \) is the height-dependent current attenuation factor introduced by Rakov and Dulzon (1991), \( v_f \) is the upward-propagating front speed, and \( v \) is the current-wave propagation speed. An equivalent formulation in terms of the line charge density \( \rho(z', t) \) expressed as the sum of transferred and deposited charge density components was proposed by Thottappillil et al. (1997).

At the beginning of the return-stroke stage the corona sheath expands outward from the channel core inside the leader corona sheath, and then it shrinks up to a nearly zero radius (see Fig. 1). In order to estimate the rate of expansion and shrinking of the corona sheath, we consider a closed cylindrical surface (Gaussian cylinder) \( dS \) that is coaxial with and surrounding a segment of channel core whose length is \( dz \).

According to Gauss’ law,

\[
\varepsilon_0 \int \mathbf{E} \cdot d\mathbf{S} = dQ,
\]

(2)
where \( \mathbf{E} \) is the electric field on closed surface \( dS \), and \( dQ \) is the total charge inside this surface. Maslowski and Rakov (2006) showed that Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the equivalent form as follows

\[
2\pi r_{outer}^+ \varepsilon_0 E_r^+ dz = dQ^+ + dQ^-,
\]

where \( r_{outer}^+ \) is the outer radius of the inner zone of corona sheath (Zone 1) containing positive charge deposited by the radial conduction current flowing during the return stroke stage (see Fig. 1b), \( E_r^+ \) is the constant radial electric field on the lateral surface of radius \( r_{outer}^+ \). The total charge \( dQ \) enclosed by \( dS \) consists of the negative charge \( dQ^- \) deposited by the preceding leader and the positive charge \( dQ^+ \) associated with the return stroke stage. In order to estimate \( r_{outer}^+ \), the radial electric field \( E_r^+ \) must be chosen. We assume that the corona sheath zone with uniform ionization extends outward from the channel core until the field becomes less than the positive breakdown electric field. Note that the radial electric field cannot be established instantaneously, but we will use a constant value of breakdown field for simplicity. In this paper, we assume that the positive breakdown electric field is \( E_r^+ = 1.0 \) MV/m (Kodali et al. 2005). The return-stroke charge \( dQ^+ \) can be specified using return-stroke models and represented as the sum of two components (Thottappillil et al. 1997) as follows

\[
dQ^+ = \rho_{run} dz + \rho_{out} dz.
\]

The first term of (4) is the charge transferred upward through the channel segment, and the second term represents the deposited charge that is spent to neutralize the leader charge previously deposited in the corona sheath of this segment.

Assuming a uniform radial distribution of the negative leader charge just before the return-stroke stage, one can show that \( dQ^- \), which is a portion of the total negative charge stored in the corona sheath located within the radial extent, \( r_{outer}^- \), of positive charge \( dQ^+ \) can be expressed for \( t \geq z'/v \), as

\[
dQ^- = dQ_1^- + dQ_2^- = k\rho_L dz^1 + \left(\rho_L - k\rho_L\right)\left[1 - e^{-(t-z'/v) / \tau_{CN}}\right]dz^1,
\]

where \( k = (r_{outer}^+ / r_{outer}^-)^2 \), \( dQ_1^- = k\rho_L dz^1 \) is the negative leader charge deposited within Zone 1 just before the return-stroke stage, \( dQ_2^- \) is the negative charge that penetrates Zone 1 from Zone 2, and \( \tau_{CN} \) is the decay time constant describing reduction of negative charge deposited within Zone 2, and, hence, the rate of motion of the negative charge from Zone 2 to Zone 1. In fact, Williams and Heckman (1989) suggested that some slow breakdown processes (positive streamers) can develop outwards from the uniform breakdown region at fields in excess of as low as 0.2 MV/m.
Fig. 1. (a) Leader channel composed of a narrow core of radius $R_c$ and negatively charged corona Heath. (b) Two zones of the corona sheath during the return-stroke stage. Negative charges drift from Zone 2 to Zone 1 so that charge in Zone 2 decays exponentially, while $r_{outer}^+ = const$.

According to Appendix B of Maslowski and Rakov (2006), $dQ_i^-$ can be expressed as

$$dQ_i^- = \left(2\pi \varepsilon_0 r_{outer}^+ E_r^-\right) dz / \rho_L ,$$

where $E_r^-$ is the negative breakdown electric field which is assumed to be greater (in absolute value) than $E_r^+$ and equal to 1.5 MV/m (Kodali et al. 2005), and $\rho_L$ is the negative charge density per unit channel length prior to the return stroke stage. Note that $r_{outer}^+$ is necessarily smaller than $r_{outer}^-$, the radial extent of the negative leader corona sheath. From (3), (4), (5), and (6) we have

$$2\pi r_{outer}^+ e_0 E_r^+ = \rho_{ion} + \rho_{deph} + \rho_L \left(1 - e^{-(t-z)/\tau_{CN}}\right) + \frac{(2\pi r_{outer}^+ e_0 E_r^-)^2}{\rho_L} e^{-(t-z)/\tau_{CN}} .$$

The radius of Zone 1, $r_{outer}^+$, is a solution of quadratic Eq. (7) which reduces to (20) of Maslowski and Rakov (2006) for $\tau_{CN} \to \infty$, in which case negative charge from Zone 2 does not penetrate Zone 1. The corona-sheath model described by (7) enables one to predict both the radial expansion of Zone 1 and its shrinkage up to a nearly zero radius, once the decay time constant $\tau_{CN}$ is specified.

3. Expansion of Zone 1 for LCS and DCS Models

We estimated $\tau_{CN}$ based on the horizontal (radial) electric field component measured in the immediate vicinity of lightning channel during the 2000 triggered-lightning experiment at Camp Blanding, Florida (Miki et al. 2002). Electric field waveforms at
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horizontal distances from triggered lightning channel attachment point ranging from 0.1 to 1.6 m (most likely inside the corona sheath) have been measured with Pockels sensors. The horizontal electric field change measured during the leader stage was often overcompensated by the opposite-polarity electric field change during the return-stroke stage. Interestingly, the maximum horizontal electric field values during some return strokes were high enough (from 413 kV/m up to more than 520 kV/m) for starting positive breakdown. The time of field relaxation to practically zero level during the overcompensation stage is very similar for all measured waveshapes and is estimated to be approximately 2 ms. Hence, one can estimate the decay time constant to be about one-third of this value.

Evolution of Zone 1 as a function of time at height \( z = 10 \) m for the three LCS return stroke models, MTLL (Modified Transmission Line model with Linear current decay with height – Rakov and Dultzon 1987), MTLP (Modified Transmission Line model with Parabolic current decay with height – Rakov and Dultzon 1991), and MTLE (Modified Transmission Line model with Exponential current decay with height – Nucci et al. 1988), are shown in Fig. 2. Channel base current used here is the same as that adopted by Maslowski and Rakov (2006) and is characterized by a current peak of 12 kA and maximum current rate of rise of about 40 kA/\( \mu \)s. As seen in Fig. 2, Zone 1 expands approximately up to about 500 \( \mu \)s in the case of model described by Eq. 7. After this time, Zone 1 shrinks. Note that for the model with exponential charge decay in Zone 2, one can adjust the rate of corona sheath expansion and its shrinking by changing the decay time constant.

Fig. 2. Comparison of radius \( r^+ \) of Zone 1 versus time at a height of 10 m for three return stroke models, MTLL, MTLP, and MTLE (\( H = 7500 \) m, \( \lambda = 2000 \) m, \( v = 130 \) m/\( \mu \)s) shown on two timescales, 100 \( \mu \)s (left), and 4 ms (right), as predicted by (7). It was assumed in (7) that \( \tau_{CN} = 650 \) \( \mu \)s.

According to Williams and Heckman (1989), the longitudinal return-stroke current can be decomposed into an “extension current” of tens of kiloamperes for tens of microseconds and two “corona currents”, one from streamers providing kiloamperes for hundreds of microseconds and the other one from ion drift providing an ampere for seconds. Also, Diendorfer and Uman (1990) suggested that the return-stroke current can be decomposed into the “breakdown current”, which corresponds to the “exten-
sion current” introduced by Williams and Heckman (1989), and “corona current”. In the following, we will adopt this latter current division. The “breakdown current” is assumed to be generated at the return-stroke tip and in the central core, while the “corona current” originates in the corona sheath surrounding the central core.

Following Diendorfer and Uman (1990), one can also calculate the absolute value of the leader charge density deposited along the channel before the return-stroke stage as a function of the “breakdown” and “corona” currents (Maslowski and Rakov, 2009)

\[
|\rho_L(z')| = \frac{1}{v^*} \left[ i_{BD}(0, z'/v^*) + \tau_{BD} \frac{di_{BD}(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} \right] + \frac{1}{v^*} \left[ i_C(0, z'/v^*) + \tau_C \frac{di_C(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} \right].
\] (8)

Charge density described by (8) is identical to the deposited charge density at the end of the return-stroke stage, which was obtained by Thottappillil et al. (1997). In fact, for the DU model with two discharge time constants, \(\tau_{BD}\) and \(\tau_C\), this charge density can be expressed as

\[
\rho_L(z', t) = \frac{i_{BD}(0, t + z'/v^*)}{c} - \left[ i_{BD}(0, z'/v^*) + \tau_{BD} \frac{di_{BD}(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} \right] e^{-(t-z'/v)\tau_{BD}}

+ \frac{1}{v^*} \left[ i_{BD}(0, z'/v^*) + \tau_{BD} \frac{di_{BD}(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} \right] - i_C(0, t + z'/c) \frac{di_C(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} e^{-(t-z'/c)\tau_{BD}}

- i_C(0, z'/v^*) + \tau_C \frac{di_C(0, z'/v^*)}{dt} e^{-(t-z'/c)\tau_C}.\] (9)

Note that (9) reduces to (8) for long enough time. It means that (9) represents the positive charge density during the return-stroke stage. Thottappillil et al. (1997) proposed division of the total charge density described by (9) into transferred and deposited charge density components. Cooray (2003) modified the original division proposed by Thottappillil et al. (1997). According to Cooray’s division, for \(t \geq z'/v\), the transferred charge density for the two time constants can be written as

\[
\rho_{t,x}(z', t) = -\frac{i_{BD}(0, t + z'/c)}{c} + \frac{i_{BD}(0, z'/v^*)}{c} e^{-(t-z'/v)\tau_{BD}}

- \frac{i_C(0, t + z'/c)}{c} + \frac{i_C(0, z'/v^*)}{c} e^{-(t-z'/c)\tau_C}.\] (10)

and the deposited charge density as
\[ \rho_{\text{dep}}(z',t) = \frac{\tau_{\text{HD}}}{v^*} \left\{ \frac{di_{\text{HD}}}{dt} \left( \frac{0}{v^*} \cdot \frac{z'}{v^*} \right) + \frac{i_{\text{HD}}}{\tau_{\text{HD}}} \left( \frac{0}{v^*} \cdot \frac{z'}{v^*} \right) \right\} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{-t}{\tau_{\text{HD}}}} \right) \]
\[ + \frac{\tau_C}{v^*} \left\{ \frac{di_C}{dt} \left( \frac{0}{v^*} \cdot \frac{z'}{v^*} \right) + \frac{i_C}{\tau_C} \left( \frac{0}{v^*} \cdot \frac{z'}{v^*} \right) \right\} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{-t}{\tau_C}} \right). \]

(11)

The deposited charge density at height \( z' \) given by (11) is zero for \( t = z'/v \) and for \( t > z'/v \) increases up to a value which is consistent with (8).

Fig. 3. Illustration of the division of the channel-base current into the “breakdown” and “corona” current components.

Now, we can use (7) to investigate dynamics of the lightning channel corona sheath predicted by DCS type models, in which \( \rho_{\text{tran}}, \rho_{\text{dep}}, \) and \( \rho_L = -\left| \rho_L(z') \right| \) are given by (10), (11), and (8), respectively. Again, we assume the same channel base current as in Maslowski and Rakov (2006). This current can be arbitrarily divided into two current components (see Fig. 3), this division being similar to that of Dindorfer and Uman (1990).

Using these current components one can calculate the line charge density deposited along the lightning channel at the end of the return stroke stage and radius of the corona sheath versus time for different discharge time constants. According to Fig. 4, the distribution of the total charge density strongly depends on the time constant \( \tau_C \). For greater \( \tau_C \) more charge has to be deposited near the bottom of the channel in order to satisfy the specified channel-base current. In the case of the assumed division of channel-base current and relatively small \( \tau_C \), the maximal line charge density is predicted close to the ground surface (see curve (1) in Fig. 4a) and for greater \( \tau_C \) the peak line charge density is at a height of about 250 m (see curves (2) and (3) in Fig 4a).
Fig. 4. (a) The leader charge density deposited along the channel before the return-stroke stage which is a function of the “breakdown” and “corona” currents for $\tau_{\text{BD}} = 0.6$ $\mu$s, $\tau_{\text{CN}} = 650$ $\mu$s, and three different $\tau_C$. (b) The leader charge density for $\tau_C = 50$ $\mu$s which can be viewed as the sum of “breakdown”, $\rho_{\text{BD}}$ and “corona”, $\rho_C$ components.

Fig. 5. Comparison of radius $r_{\text{outer}}$ of Zone 1 versus time at a height (a)-(b) of 10 m and (c)-(d) 250 m for the DU model and three values of $\tau_C$, as predicted by (7). Plots are shown on two timescales, 100 $\mu$s (left column), and 4 ms (right column). It was assumed in (7) that $\tau_{\text{CN}} = 650$ $\mu$s. A small longitudinal current predicted by the DU model at the channel top has been neglected, the same as for the MTLE model.
Radii of the corona sheath at $z' = 10$ m and $250$ m for DCS type model (DU model) and three different values of $\tau_c$ are shown on two timescales in Fig. 5. Note that small longitudinal current predicted by the DU model at the channel top has been neglected, the same as for the MTLE model. Maximal radius of the corona sheath at a height of $250$ m results from the specific distribution of line charge density along the channel for grater $\tau_c$ (50 $\mu$s and 100 $\mu$s). One can see that dynamics of the corona sheath described by LCS type models (see Fig. 2) and those for the DU model are comparable on both timescales.

4. Conclusion

We examined dynamics of the lightning-channel corona sheath that is implicitly specified by lumped-current-source type and distributed-current-source type lightning return-stroke models. A relaxation model of charge motion in the corona sheath is used to investigate the rate of its expansion and shrinking. This model can be viewed as generalization of the model proposed by Maslowski and Rakov (2006) and can be applied for both LCS and DCS return-stroke models with specified longitudinal current distribution. Dynamics of the corona sheath described by LCS type models and the analysed DCS type model (DU) are comparable on both microsecond and millisecond time scales.
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Abstract

First Polish recordings of natural lightning channel evolution obtained from high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 on millisecond-scale resolution are presented. The camera was mounted at the observation point on the seventh floor of a high building in Warsaw during thunderstorm condition on August 15, 2008. Three series of digital recordings of CG flashes with relatively good quality were collected, that is, (1) the fork lightning with two terminations to ground, (2) the lightning flash discharge including continuing current, and (3) the CG flash together with some preceding in-cloud discharges activities. The obtained recordings show that high-speed digital video camera with the time resolution of 1 ms and large own buffer memory (4 GB) can be used to keep track/trace of the entire lightning discharge time evolution. However, in order to investigate in greater detail the process of initial stage of return stroke, notably when its current front is traveling between ground and cloud, it would be desirable to have the camera recording possibility giving the time resolution less than ten microseconds. The optimum way of recordings of natural lightning channel time evolution requires at least two digital cameras working simultaneously with very good GPS time synchronization and having different time resolution and other optical parameter settings. This can prevent undesirable overexposures caused by very large luminosity changes/bursts associated with rapid lightning current flow during the return stroke stages. Another advantage of simultaneous using of two digital cameras viewing at different azimuth angle toward the same and possible lightning flash hitting, e.g., in a very high object, is a chance of obtaining/reconstructly the real three dimensional picture of all visible lightning branches together with its main channel for such flash event. We plan to do that experiment during our next field measuring campaign, using two separated high speed cameras, having very good time synchronization supplied by the external IRIG-B connection.
1. Introduction

At the beginning of systematic lightning study, natural lightning channel evolution has been investigated by using stationary cameras, and then, Boys-cameras having fast-moving films (Uman 1984). In fact, photographic studies of lightning discharges were started in the second half of the nineteenth century. In 1884, H. Kayser (Kayser 1884) photographed a ribbon lightning (the spatially-separated strokes of a flash by the strong wind) using a stationary camera. On the other hand, H.H. Hoffert (Hoffert 1889) and L. Weber (Weber 1889) obtained flash-resloved lightning photographs by rapidly moving their stationary camera in the horizontal plane. Due to such operation, they confirmed in 1889 occurrence of several components during a cloud to ground (CG) flash. H.H. Hoffert also reported that both short strokes and, in some cases, a continuing luminosity were detected during a single flash. At the beginning of the twentieth century, B. Walter published in Germany very valuable photographic investigations (Walter 1902). He used a clock-work mechanism which controlled motion of the camera. Hence, it was possible to measure the time between strokes with a relatively good accuracy. In 1929, C.V. Boys described his new two-lens camera having a fast-moving film, which was mounted on the inner surface of a cylindrical drum (Boys 1929). The time resolution of such a camera approached even 1 microsecond. Also, a slower, single-lens camera having moving film, commonly known as a streak camera, was constructed in order to investigate the leader process with the time resolution about 100 microseconds. Some crucial photographic investigations of CG flashes by using of Boys-cameras have been made in South Africa in the 1930s (Shonland 1956, Malan 1963). In that way, B.F.J. Shonland, H. Collens, D.J. Malan and their coworkers described whole CG flash in detail. Also, a modern lightning terminology was created in that time. Results obtained in South Africa have been confirmed by I.S. Stekolnikow and C. Walijcew in their CIGRE report published in 1937 r. (Stiekolnikow 1937), and also by J.H. Hagengouth (Hagengouth 1947) who reported photographic results collected within the period 1935-1942 in Pittsfield, USA. A lot of photographic data have been also obtained during the Empire State Building study in New York City. There were described mainly upward lightning events (McEachron 1939, McEachron 1941, Hagenguth 1952). Other interesting photographic study has been made by American researchers in Tucson, Arizona (Evans 1963) and nearby Socorro in New Mexico, USA (Kitagawa 1962). Similarly, in the 1970s K. Berger (Berger 1967) photographed a lot of lightning discharge events in Europe. He observed upward lightning initiated by two ground-based towers situated on two tops, i.e., the Monte San Salvatore and the Monte San Carlo close to small town Lugano in Switzerland. Also, flashes striking directly to the ground close to these towers were registered. His results are very important up to now, because the lightning parameters he determined have been adopted to the current lightning protection standards.

It is to be noted that S. Szpor together with his co-workers started long-term photographic study of CG flashes in Poland, just after the Second World War, in 1945. He postulated, among other things, that the so-called lightning series are typical in the north part of Poland, while the multi-stroke flashes, which predominate in tropical climate are rather rare (Szpor 1963, 1964, 1969, 1972, 1977, 1983). It is worth to no-
tice that one of the modified Boys-camera used in Poland had three discs with flat films which were rotated with different speed. First disc with the highest speed of 8000 circle per minute enables to detect return-stroke evolution, the second one which rotated with speed of 160 circle per minute was dedicated to record leader stages, and the last one with the slowest speed registered only the order of strokes in multi-stroke flashes. Other types of modified Boys-cameras used by Polish researchers were described by Kosztaluk (1985), together with his reports of the main results obtained from the lightning photography.

Later investigations of natural lightning channel evolution, not mentioned above but thoroughly characterized in other publications (e.g., Rakov 2003), have contributed mostly to more detailed description of lightning stages distinguished in the past. Presently, more and more new digital recordings of cloud to ground (CG) flashes are analyzed in different publications (e.g., Ballarotti 2005, Saba 2007). Even though high-speed digital cameras are still very expensive, they are more accessible than Boys-cameras which have been operated mainly in scientific laboratories. In the following sections, we present the first high-speed digital video camera recordings carried out in Poland, which have shown possibilities of tracking of natural lightning channel evolution with 1 ms time resolution (see Figs. 2-4).

2. Instrumentation and measuring setup

The black/white high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4, manufactured by the Vision Research Inc. Wayne, New Jersey, USA, was used to keep track of natural lightning channel evolution in the Warsaw region. This type of digital camera is useful for applications that demand higher resolution with the ability to record at 800×600 pixels frame resolution. Additional benefits of the MIRO 4 camera include: (1) frame rates ranging from one fps to 1.000 fps; (2) minimum shutter speed of two microseconds, programmable in one microsecond increments; (3) one gigabyte of internal high-speed memory (upgradeable to two gigabytes); (4) compact flash slot for non-volatile storage; (5) one gigabyte of internal high-speed memory (upgradeable to two gigabytes); (6) touch-sensitive LCD screen for controlling features and viewing slow motion images, (6) user-replaceable, compact, rechargeable battery pack allows the camera to be used in the field without the need for a power source; (7) micro cooling system to keep internal components within optimal operating temperature range; (8) CMOS sensor which offers an ISO rating of 4,800 (monochrome, saturation-based ISO 12232 standard). The camera accepts any standard one-inch, C-mount lens. The MIRO 4 can be also triggered from external control signals allowing camera synchronization, and time-stamping according to the IRIG-B time code. Additional, more extended technical information about that camera and its possible operations is available on the web site www.visionresearch.com.

The SIGMA lens 28-135 mm with f: 3.8-5.6 and manual focus has been connected to camera (see Fig. 1) and used during our thunderstorm observations in Warsaw on 15 August 2008. All successfully obtained captures were exposed by 995 µs and were triggered manually with 1095 ms pre- and post-triggered time. Then, the total time of records was 2.19 seconds with 1 ms time resolution (1000 fps).
Fig. 1. General view of the high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 with its front (a) and back (b) project, and mounted on a tripod.

Fig. 2. Natural channel evolution of fork lightning recorded by high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 in Warsaw, Poland, during active lightning thunderstorm evening (2008.08.15). Development of stepped leader channel is visible in Shots 1-6 and two return-stroke stages in Shots 7-9.
3. Results of lightning flash photography recordings obtained from high-speed digital video camera

Some examples of different natural lightning channel evolution records obtained by using high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. It was the first preliminary test done with this camera during thunderstorm conditions in Warsaw on 15 August 2008. The camera was mounted at the observation point on the seventh floor of a high building in Warsaw (φ = 52°13′55″N, λ = 20°54′37″E).

Finally, three series of digital recordings of few cloud-to-ground (CG) flashes with relatively good quality as shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, were collected. In Fig. 2, one can see the scenario of development of fork lightning discharge with two terminations to ground. On the other hand, the preceding channel evolution of stepped leader of such incident is presented in following sequence of six shots (Shots 1–6). It is worth to note that the time interval between shots was 1 ms and single shot exposure time had also the duration nearly 1 ms. Thus, the time span of visible observation of that lightning

Fig. 3. Natural channel evolution of another fork lightning flash recorded by high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 in Warsaw, Poland, during active lightning thunderstorm evening (2008.08.15).
Fig. 4. Natural channel evolution of fork lightning recorded by high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4 in Warsaw, Poland, during active lightning thunderstorm evening (2008.08.15).

Stage lasted 12 ms. Shot 7 presents the first stage of return stroke when the lightning current front is traveling between ground and cloud. At the end of that photo session, in shots 8 and 9, the final stage is depicted of this fork flash, that is, when also relatively small current is flowing, and therefore, luminosity of the channel is not so intensive as in shot 7, but still visible. It also should be remarked that the whole return-stroke process lasts a few milliseconds (usually it is assumed to be of the order of 3 ms, e.g., Rakov, 2003, Maslowksi and Rakov, 2006), since such a time is needed to neutralize the entire charge deposited by preceding leader in the corona sheath.

In the first three shots in Fig. 3, another channel evolution of stepped leader is presented. This stepped leader development precedes the return-stroke stage depicted in shots 4-6 in the same figure. We can note that luminosity of lightning channel is still visible clearly in the last three (see Shots 7-9). This could mean that the continuing current was flowing just after the return-stroke stage. Again, in Fig. 4, one can see how the development of stepped leader (the sequence of first three shots: Shots 1-3) together with the associated in-cloud channel evolution was prolonged. On the other hand, the next three shots present some kind of return-stroke stage which vanishes within more than 3 ms interval and perhaps is also a result of continuing current flow in its channel.

4. Short discussion

Some results of first lightning photography by fast digital recordings carried out in Poland in 2008, presented in Figs 2, 3 and 4, have shown that a high-speed digital video camera can be used as a suitable tool to investigate natural lightning flash chan-
nel evolution. We can postulate that the time resolution of the order of 1 ms is enough to keep track of entire lightning discharge process including stepped leader, return-stroke stage, continuing current flow with its M-components, and also in-cloud discharges activity accompanying the next CG flashes. However, in order to study the return-stroke channel evolution in detail, much higher time resolution is required. Especially, the first stage of return stroke, when lightning current front is traveling between ground and cloud, should be recorded with the time resolution less than ten microseconds. On the other hand, in modern digital video cameras, increasing time resolution causes decreasing spatial resolution of recordings. Therefore, it is difficult to observe with a good quality the entire return-stroke channel when the very high time resolution is fixed at the same time. Another problem with lightning channel recordings resulting from using digital camera, as one can notice in Figs. 2 and 3, is a much higher luminosity of lightning channel during the first stage of return-stroke than the one observed during other next lightning discharge stages. In our opinion, optimum recordings of natural lightning channel evolution in real 3D space requires a set of at least three devices. Each set should consist of two high-speed digital video cameras with different optical parameters and time resolutions, and mounted at practically the same observation point.

More recordings of natural lightning channel evolution obtained by using different high-speed digital video cameras are planned in Poland in the near future. These recordings will be correlated with data from lightning location systems and electric field change measurements in order to investigate different lightning stages more thoroughly.

5. Summary

We have analyzed the first Polish recordings of natural lightning channel evolution obtained during thunderstorm conditions in Warsaw on 15 August 2008 by using high-speed digital video camera Phantom MIRO 4. The digital recordings of CG flashes on millisecond-scale, presented in the paper, have shown usefulness of such a video technology to keep track of entire lightning discharges. In order to investigate in detail return-stroke channel evolution, especially that within first few dozen microseconds, when the lightning current front is traveling between ground and cloud, it would be desirable to make these recordings with the time resolution less than ten microseconds. Similarly, as during Boys-camera recordings, optimum digital video recordings of natural lightning channel evolution require more cameras working at the same time with different time resolutions, and also, with different optical parameters, because of very high luminosity of return-stroke channel in comparison to that appearing during other lightning stages. A new video investigation of lightning discharges using different high-speed digital video cameras are planned in Poland in the near future. These recordings will be correlated with data from lightning location systems working in Poland and electric field change measurements in order to analyse longitudinal and radial lightning channel evolution.
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Engineering Utilization of the Results of Lightning Research
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Abstract

This paper deals with the way in which the data on lightning discharges are utilized by engineers for lightning protection. A comprehensive review of these data and their selected features, important from lightning hazard point of view, is followed by a description of the hazard assessment methods. The role of Stanisław Michnowski in lightning discharge physics is pointed out.

1. Introduction

While discussing the engineering utilization of lightning data, the achievements of Stanisław Michnowski, acknowledged expert on atmospheric electricity, as discussed in the accompanying address (Flisowski 2009, this issue), are to be pointed out. He substantially contributed to collecting the lightning discharge data and to the development of lightning discharge physics.

2. Engineering Utilisation of Lightning Data for Lightning Protection

In order to utilize the data on lightning discharges for the engineering practice, the standards on structure protection against lightning flashes have been established in international scale [1], [2], [3], [4]. According to these standards, the lightning cloud-to-ground flashes (Fig. 1) are recognized as most significant from the point of view of lightning hazard for ground-based structures, although the cloud-to-cloud discharges should not be ignored, because their number reaches 70% of all the discharges and they can cause unacceptable electromagnetic interferences (EMI) of different devices, especially electronic ones.
Fig. 1. Kinds of discharges: 1 – cloud-to-cloud, 2 – intercloud, 3 – cloud-to-ground (complete), 4 – cloud to-ground (partial).

The following cloud-to-ground discharges (Fig. 2) may be distinguished:
- downward (types 1 and 3) and upward (types 2 and 4) discharges,
- negative (types 1 and 2) and positive (types 3 and 4) discharges,
- stopped or partial (type a) and complete (type b) discharges.

The attention is directed to the lightning discharges (or flashes) of type 1, because they create about 90% of all the flashes, as well as to flashes of type 4, because their strokes are more dangerous than those of type 1.

Flashes of type 2 and 3 are less important. First of these develop only from high structures and the other appear very rarely.

Fig. 2. Types of cloud-to-ground flashes: (1) downward negative, (2) upward negative, (3) downward positive, (4) upward positive; (a) stopped, (b) completed.

Fig. 3. Types of bipolar discharges.
The above-mentioned flashes (Fig. 2) are unipolar, but the need of considering bipolar flashes (Fig. 3) is also taken into account.

Strokes appearing in downward flashes (Fig. 4) and those of upward flashes (Fig. 5) may differently influence the hazard for structures and the devices of their equipment.

![Diagram of downward discharges](image)

**Fig. 4.** Possible (in a flat country) components of downward discharges: (a) first short stroke (positive or negative), (b) long stroke after the first short one (positive or negative), (c) first negative stroke and successive ones, (d) first negative stroke and successive ones (long and short).

![Diagram of upward discharges](image)

**Fig. 5.** Possible components of upward discharges: typical for exposed and/or higher structures.

It has been found that:

- the first short stroke, defined as in Fig. 6a, is dangerous for the sake of its great peak value (Table 1),
- successive short strokes, defined also as in Fig. 6a, are dangerous for the sake of their great current rate of rise,
- long strokes, defined as in Fig. 6b, are dangerous for the sake of great transferred charge.
With the purpose of the lightning hazard assessment due to stroke currents and entire lightning flashes, the following parameters may be distinguished:

- peak value of short stroke current \( I \);
- maximum steepness of the front of short stroke current \( S_{\text{max}} = (di/dt)_{\text{max}} \);
- average steepness of the front of short stroke current \( S_{\text{av}} = (di/dt)_{\text{av}} \);
- front time \( T_1 \) and time to half value \( T_2 \) of short stroke current;
- flash charge \( Q_{\text{flash}} = \int_0^T i dt \);
- short stroke charge \( Q_{\text{short}} = \int_{t_{\text{short}}}^T i dt \);
- long stroke charge \( Q_{\text{long}} = \int_{t_{\text{long}}}^T i dt \);
- specific energy dissipated in the resistance of 1 Ω (time integral of the square of the flash duration current) \( W/R = \int_0^T i^2 dt \);
- number \( n \) of current strokes in a flash;
- annual density \( N_g \) of lightning flashes/km²).

Parameters of lightning strokes as well as the phenomenon of lightning discharge itself have a random nature and are subjected to statistical evaluation. The cumulative distribution function of lightning parameters \( Z = I, S, Q, W, T_1, T_2, n \) is of log-normal nature, as shown in Fig. 7. The parameters of this distribution are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and the function of its density is expressed by the following formula

\[
g(Z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}Z\sigma_Z} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\ln Z - \ln Z_{50\%})^2}{2\sigma_Z^2} \right],
\]

where \( Z_{50\%} \) is the average value of the variable \( Z \), and \( \sigma_Z = \ln Z_{16\%}/Z_{50\%} \) is the standard deviation of its distribution.
Fig. 7. Cumulated frequencies of the appearance of lightning current parameters. The numbering of curves is explained in Tables 1 and 2.

It should be explained here that one of specified lightning parameters, namely the annual density $N_g$ of lightning flashes, is not subject to this distribution. The uniform distribution is attributed to this density and its value resulting from the formula

$$N_g = \alpha N_d^\beta,$$

where $N_d$ is the isokeraunic level, and $\alpha$, $\beta$ are the coefficients depending mainly on the latitude. For practical applications the coefficients have been approximated by values $\alpha = 0,1$ and $\beta = 1$, which gives the formula

$$N_g = 0.1N_d.$$

More upgraded approach to this number is based on the data registered by lightning location systems.

Four Lightning Protection Levels (LPL) have been distinguished and coordinated with maximum and minimum values of lightning current parameters (see Tables 3 and 4, respectively).
Table 1

Log-normal distribution of lightning current parameters – the average value $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{\log}$ determined on the basis of 95% and 5% values of CIGRE data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Average $\mu$</th>
<th>Standard deviation $\sigma_{\log}$</th>
<th>Type of stroke</th>
<th>Curve in Fig. 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I$ (kA)</td>
<td>61.1/33.3</td>
<td>0.576/0.283</td>
<td>First negative short (80%)</td>
<td>1A/1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{flash}}$ (C)</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>Negative flash</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>Positive flash</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{vert}}$ (C)</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W/R$ (kJ/kΩ)</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dl/dt}{\text{peak}}$ (kA/μs)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{dl/dt}{\text{max}}$ (kA/μs)</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front time (μs)</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.398</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke duration (μs)</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>Subsequent negative short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>First positive short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash duration (ms)</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>1.175</td>
<td>Negative flash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>Positive flash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum values are decisive for the range of thermal, mechanical and electrical hazard for the structure and its equipment, whereas the minimum values are decisive for the interception efficiency of lightning strikes by air terminations, but in this case the following principles are applicable:

- when the efficiency should be greater, the radius $r$ of rolling sphere (Fig. 8) should be lesser;
- the radius $r$ providing a postulated interception efficiency of air terminations determinates the minimum value of the lightning current (Table 4);
- all lightning strikes with greater current values will be intercepted by air terminations (Fig. 8b);
- the probability of lightning strike interception is equal to the probability of appearance of the minimum peak value of the current (Table 5).

The depth of sphere penetration into area between air terminations may be obtained from the formula as follows

\[
p = r - \left[ r^2 - 0.5d \right]^{0.5}.
\]
Table 2

The values of lightning current parameters accepted on the basis of CIGRE data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values for LPL I</th>
<th>Distribution values</th>
<th>Type of the stroke</th>
<th>Curve in Fig. 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_i$ (kA)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40 (82%) 20 (80%) 30 (50%) 20 (5%)</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>1A - 1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.9 11.9 28.8</td>
<td>Subseq. negative short</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{min}$ (C)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.3 7.5 40</td>
<td>Negative flash</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{short}$ (C)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.1 4.5 20</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W/R$ (kJ/C)</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>0.55 6 52</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$di/dt_{max}$ (kA/μs)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.1 24.3 66</td>
<td>First negative short</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{long}$ (C)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.2 24.1 98.9</td>
<td>Subseq. negative short</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Maximum values of lightning current parameters according to distinguished levels (LPL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current parameters</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>LPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First stroke value</td>
<td>$I_i$</td>
<td>kA</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short stroke value</td>
<td>$Q_{short}$</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific energy</td>
<td>$W/R$</td>
<td>kJ/mV</td>
<td>10 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time parameters</td>
<td>$T_1 / T_2$</td>
<td>μs/μs</td>
<td>10 / 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequent short stroke</td>
<td>$I_i$</td>
<td>kA</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average steepness</td>
<td>$di/dt$</td>
<td>kA/μs</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time parameters</td>
<td>$T_1 / T_2$</td>
<td>μs/μs</td>
<td>0.25 / 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long stroke</td>
<td>$I_i$</td>
<td>kA</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long stroke charge</td>
<td>$Q_{long}$</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time parameter</td>
<td>$T_{long}$</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash</td>
<td>$I_i$</td>
<td>kA</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash charge</td>
<td>$Q_{flash}$</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values 14 kA and 1 - 20 kA correspond to a probability of 95% and 90% respectively.
Table 4
Connections between LPL and minimum values of lightning current and adequate radiiuses of rolling sphere (Fig. 8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LPL of interception</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum current peak value / kA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum rolling sphere radius / m</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Protected areas according to the rolling sphere method: (a) arrangement of two structures (high and low), (b) arrangement of horizontal air terminations on the roof; 1 – structure, 2 – air termination, 3 – protected area, H – structure height, \( h_1 \) – air termination height above the roof, \( d \) – distance between the air termination conductors, \( r \) – rolling sphere radius corresponding to protection level (LPL), \( p \) – depth of sphere penetration into area between air terminations.

Table 5
The probability of appearance of current values greater than the minimum ones for given LPL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LPL</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Electro-Geometrical Model (EGM), the radius \( r \) of the rolling sphere (the length of the final jump of the lightning leader) is correlated with the current peak value of the first short stroke. This correlation may be expressed by the formula

\[
0.6510 \times \frac{r}{I} = \frac{0.6510}{I} \quad (5)
\]

where \( r \) is the radius of rolling sphere, in m, and \( I \) is the current peak value, in kA.

Standard current wave shapes \( T_1/T_2 \) (Fig. 6a and Table 3) of short strokes: first \( T_1/T_2 = 10/350 \mu s \) and subsequent \( T_1/T_2 = 0.25/100 \mu s \), are obtained from the formula.
\[ i = \frac{I}{k} \left( \frac{t}{\tau_1} \right)^{10} \exp(-t/\tau_2), \]  

where \( I \) is the current peak value, \( k \) is the correction factor of current peak value, \( t \) is time, \( \tau_1 \) is the front time constant, and \( \tau_2 \) is the tail time constant. The values of \( k \), \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) for the current shapes distinguished above are given in Table 6.

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters in formula (6)</th>
<th>First short stroke (10(\mu)s) LPL</th>
<th>Subsequent short stroke (0.25/100(\mu)s) LPL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( I_m (\text{KA}) )</td>
<td>200 150 100</td>
<td>50 37.5 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_1 (\mu\text{s}) )</td>
<td>19 19 19</td>
<td>0.454 0.454 0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_2 (\mu\text{s}) )</td>
<td>485 485 485</td>
<td>143 143 143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The need of protection application should be decided on the basis of calculations of the risk of lightning damage, which should be performed according to the standard method presented in [2]. The general formula of the calculation is the following

\[ R(t) = 1 - \exp(-NPLt), \]

where \( R \) is the risk of damage, \( N \) is the number of flashes influencing the structure, \( P \) is the probability of damage appearance due to one lightning flash, \( L \) the consequent loss due to damage in a structure, and \( t \) is the hazard time under consideration.

When \( t = 1 \text{ year} \) and the exponent \( NPLt \ll 1 \), then

\[ R \approx NPL. \]

Eight risk components have been distinguished as follows:
- three components \( (R_A, R_B, R_C) \) connected with direct flashes to the structure,
- three components \( (R_U, R_V, R_W) \) connected with direct flashes to the incoming line,
- one component \( (R_M) \) connected with flashes striking near to the structure,
- one component \( (R_Z) \) connected with flashes striking near to the incoming line.

Their values enable, respectively, to assess the risk of:
- the shock of living beings outside the structure \( (R_A) \) and inside it \( (R_U) \),
- physical damages – burst, fire, explosion \( (R_B, R_V) \),
- damages due to overvoltages \( (R_C, R_M, R_W, R_Z) \).

In order to evaluate a selected component \( R_X \), the following formula may be used

\[ R_X \approx N_X P_X L_X, \]

where \( X = A, B, C, M, U, V, W, Z. \)
The number of flashes $N_X$ for relevant component $X$ is expressed by the product

$$N_X \approx N_g A_X C_d,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where: $N_g$ is the annual stroke density, in km$^{-2}$, $A_X$ is the equivalent area dependent on structure dimensions, in km$^2$, $C_d$ is the structure location coefficient.

Probability $P_X$ is the product

$$P_X \approx P_X^\prime K_S,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $P_X^\prime = 1$ represents the damage probability of unprotected structure, $K_S$ the damage probability reduction factor representing the efficiency of protection measures (its values are determined in [2]).

The value of consequent loss $L_X$ is evaluated taking in account:
- destination of the structure and its equipment;
- presence of the people inside and outside the structure;
- kind of public services;
- expenses for loss reduction.

At the approximated assessment of the entire risk of damages, the sum of values of relevant risk components should be evaluated from the following formula

$$R \approx \sum_{X=A}^{X=Z} N_X P_X L_X.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In general approach, different combinations of components may be considered. They are explained graphically in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Combinations of risk components.

When the calculated value of risk $R$ is greater than its tolerable value $R_T$, then adequate protection measure should be selected and installed. The condition to be fulfilled is

$$R < R_T.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
If not, the next protection measure should be selected and the condition (13) should be checked again, and so on. For this aim, the procedure presented in Fig. 10 should be applied.

Fig. 10. Procedure of selection of lightning protection measures.

Fig. 11. Printout of the RAC page.
In order to reduce the risk to tolerable level, adequate protection measure and its efficiency must be selected. Relevant protective efficiency is attributed to the protection measure by the reduction factor, which – according to relation (11) – limits the probability of damage and which in this way reduces the risk component. The selected protection measure should influence the risk component having the greatest value.

The value of tolerable risk is usually accepted on the level of $R_T = 10^{-5}$, when the loss of people life is endangered, and on the level of $R_T = 10^{-3}$, when other losses are taken in account. The condition (13) may be checked according to the procedure based on the special computer programs. One of them is the computer program RAC (Risk Assessment Calculator) prepared in frames of IEC TC81 together with the standard IEC 62305-2 [2]. Printout of the page of this program is shown in Fig 11.

3. Final Remarks

- The data on lightning discharges cumulated for many years create a good and reliable basis for lightning hazard evaluation.
- The risk calculation method involved to the selection of lightning protection measures enables avoiding damages of the structure and its equipment in efficient and optimum way.
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Abstract

The distribution of ions in the convective boundary layer (CBL) is investigated based on a non-local closure model. The obtained results show that the ion fluxes are not linear and exhibit distinct maxima. The fluxes of small ions, large ions, and aerosol particles strongly differ from each other. Vertical profiles of small ion concentrations are less variable with height than those of large ions. The lifetime of ions versus the eddy turnover time of the CBL is of decisive influence for shaping their fluxes and vertical profiles. The resulting vertical profiles of ions are used for estimating the electrical convective current.

1. Introduction

In the global electric circuit over the so-called fair-weather areas, the Maxwell current between the ionosphere and the Earth is dominated by the conductivity current

\[ J_{\text{con}} = E \lambda, \]

where \( E \) is the electric field strength, and \( \lambda \) is the electrical conductivity of air (Israel 1973). Under certain meteorological situations, notably in the presence of a negative temperature gradient near the Earth’s surface and strong turbulent mixing, the values of the convective current \( J_{\text{cov}} = w \rho \) (where \( w \) is the vertical component of wind velocity, and \( \rho \) is the space charge) may be large. This current is directed upwards, opposite to \( J_{\text{con}} \), violating the budget of the Maxwell current and vertical profiles of ion density and field \( E \). The effect of turbulent mixing on \( E \) and \( \lambda \) near the Earth’s surface is considered as a local factor that contaminates the measurement of global variations of atmospheric electricity parameters.
The present paper deals with the determination of ion and space charge profiles in the planetary convective layer. In the presence of thermals, the excess of the positive electric charge gathered near the Earth’s surface is transported upward, and subsequently it drifts downwards. The processes that take place during the transport are: generation, annihilation, and conversion of small and large ions in the presence of aerosol. The lifetime of ions varies depending upon the CBL turnover time, which leads to electrical charge separation and different patterns of vertical profiles of concentration and fluxes of ions and aerosol particles. These ions are related to the flow of the electric current in the atmosphere. In the windless atmosphere, the ions flow along the lines of the electric field $E$, and their velocity depends on $E$. Under the fair-weather conditions (absence of cloud cover and precipitation), the average value of $E$ is 100 V/m, the velocity of small ions is 1.2-1.4 cm/s, while that of large ions is by three orders lower (Chalmers 1967).

Earlier work (e.g., Hoppel and Getman 1971) was focused on the determination of vertical profiles of $E$ and ions in the surface layer using the K-theory approach. Willet (1975) modeled the space charge resulting from charge collected on small ions using Large Eddy Simulation (LES), with no account for the presence of aerosol. He presents relations between the heat flux, which reaches maximum in early afternoon, and the behavior of field $E$ measured in the surface layer at the same time. The heat flux growth is correlated with the decrease of the field $E$. Willet’s model does not directly account for the effect of aerosol, which – under the conditions of strong convection and large mixed layer height – may substantially influence the vertical ion concentration profiles in the convective layer (CBL).

The main objective of this paper is to evaluate and analyze the vertical concentrations of ion fluxes in the presence of a large amount of aerosol, as a function of parameters of the CBL.

2. Model

The CBL model applies the single-column (one-dimensional) equations of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} &= f(v-v_g)-\frac{\partial R_u}{\partial z}, \\
\frac{\partial v}{\partial t} &= -f(u-u_g)\frac{\partial R_v}{\partial z}, \\
\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial t} &= -\frac{\partial H}{\partial z}, \\
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} &= -\frac{\partial F_{n_i}}{\partial z} + f_{ni}, \\
\frac{\partial N_i}{\partial t} &= -\frac{\partial F_{N_i}}{\partial z} + f_{Ni},
\end{align*}
\]

where $u$ and $v$ are the components of the wind vector, $u_g$ and $v_g$ are the components of the geostrophic wind, $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, $\Theta$ is the potential temperature, $n_i$ and $N_i$ are the concentration of the $i$-th ion and aerosol ($i = 0, 1, 2$), $R_u, R_v, H, F_{n_i}$, and $F_{N_i}$ are the turbulent fluxes for momentum, heat, ions/aerosol, $f_{ni}$ and $f_{Ni}$ are the ion/aerosol source and sink functions.

The first two equations of the above system are the momentum equations, while the third fourth and fifth equation are the budgets for the potential temperature and the ion/aerosol concentrations. Making use of the atmospheric electricity notation, $n_1$ is the positive small ion concentration, $n_2$ is the negative small ion concentration, $N_1$ is
the positive large ion concentration, \( N_2 \) is the negative large ion concentration, \( N_0 \) is the large aerosol concentration, and \( n_0 \) is the small aerosol (nuclei) concentration. The source and sink functions, \( f_{ni} \) and \( f_{Ni} \), express the ion transformations and are of the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{n1} &= q_0 - \alpha n_i(z) n_2(z) - \beta_0 n_i(z) N_0(z) - \beta n_i(z) N_2(z) \\
    f_{n2} &= q_0 - \alpha n_i(z) n_2(z) - \beta_0 n_2(z) N_0(z) - \beta n_2(z) N_1(z) \\
    f_{N1} &= \beta_0 N_0(z) n_i(z) - \beta n_1(z) N_1(z) \\
    f_{N2} &= \beta_0 N_0(z) n_2(z) - \beta n_2(z) N_2(z) \\
    f_{N_0} &= \beta_1 N_2(z) n_i(z) + \beta_1 N_1(z) n_2(z) - \beta_0 n_i(z) N_0(z) - \beta_0 n_2(z) N_0(z) \\
    f_{n_0} &= \alpha n_i(z) n_2(z) - q_0
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

where \( q_0, \alpha, \beta_0, \beta_1 \) are the ionization rate, recombination coefficient, attachment coefficient between small ions and uncharged aerosols, and attachment coefficient between small ions and large ions.

The system (1) is augmented by the boundary conditions in the form:

at \( z = z_o \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    u &= 0, \quad v = 0, \quad \Theta = \Theta_o, \quad n_i = n_{io}, \quad N_i = N_{io}
\end{align*}
\]

at \( z = D \):

\[
\begin{align*}
    u &= u_e, \quad v = v_s, \quad d\Theta/dz = \Gamma, \quad dF_n/dz = g_{n_0}, \quad dF_{N_0}/dz = g_{N_0}
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where \( z_o \) is the roughness parameter, \( D \) is the upper limit of the computational domain, \( \Theta_o, n_{io}, \) and \( N_{io} \) are the surface values of the temperature and small ion/aerosol, large ion/aerosol concentration, \( \Gamma, g_{n_0}, \) and \( g_{N_0} \) are the gradients of temperature and small, large ion/aerosol concentration in the free atmosphere. The values of \( z_o, \Gamma, g_{n_0}, \) and \( g_{N_0} \) are specified, while \( \Theta_o, n_{io}, \) and \( N_{io} \) are evaluated iteratively using the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory, based on given values of surface fluxes \( H_o, F_{n_0}, \) and \( F_{N_0} \). During the simulation, the surface fluxes \( H_o, F_{n_0}, \) and \( F_{N_0} \) were kept constant with time, which takes place in the atmosphere around noon (mid-day quasi-steady conditions). At the beginning of the simulation (initial condition), the functions \( u, v, \Theta, n_i, \) and \( N_i \) were specified as given functions of height.

In convective conditions, the turbulent fluxes, i.e., those of momentum, heat, humidity and ions/aerosols, consist of the three components: the local terms, the counter-gradient (non-local) terms which represent the large-eddy contributions, and entrainment terms. The calculations of fluxes were based on the modified K-theory (Sorbjan 2008, 2009a) and its further modifications, not yet published, kindly provided to the author (Sorbjan 2009b, private communication). Equations (1) are solved numerically by three-step Runge-Kutta scheme.

3. Results

The vertical profiles of ions and ion fluxes are calculated under the assumption that the values of fluxes in the surface layer are constant and the initial values of all ions
concentration are zero, and using the adopted aerosol profile. The assumption that the flux is constant enables us to use the Monin-Obukhov theory for calculating the temperature, humidity, ion concentrations at the ground in near-noon hours, during the occurrence of the CBL. The values of ions surface flux for particular types of those ions were determined in so as to be in accordance with the ground ion distributions forced by the external electric field $E$.

The profiles of virtual temperature, humidity, and wind components $u$ and $v$, as well as fluxes of momentum, heat and humidity, as obtained from the model simulations, are characteristic for the convective layer (Fig. 1). The profiles are constant with height, and the fluxes are linear in the mixed layer (Sorbjan 2005).

**Fig. 1.** Profiles of (a) wind velocity components $u$ and $v$, (b) potential temperature, (c) specific humidity, (d) momentum flux, (e) heat flux, and (f) humidity flux. The parameters: convective velocity scale $w_c = 1.62 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, geostrophic wind $G = 10 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, surface heat flux $H_o = 0.1 \text{ K m s}^{-1}$, mixing height $z_i = 1333 \text{ m}$, time simulations 2.08 hours. $T_{ini}$, $q_{ini}$ are the initial conditions of temperature and humidity.

The heat flux varies with depth and is negative in the entrainment layer, owing to the downward heat influx from the free atmosphere. Above the mixed layer, the wind changes into the geostrophic wind.

Figure 2 presents the ion concentration profiles. The profiles have large gradients near the surface, which results from the emission of ions.
In the mixed layer, the concentration of small ions exhibits less variability than that of large ions. This may be related to better mixing of small ions due to the fact that their life-time is much shorter than the turbulent mixing time. The life-times of small and large ions strongly depend on the aerosol concentration, so we can expect to observe changes in the vertical ion profiles resulting from changes in the aerosol concentrations. The resultant electric charge collected on all ions is shown in Fig. 2e. We see a distinct maximum near the Earth’s surface. Owing to the bottom-up transport of ions in the mixed layer, its course is nearly linear.

![Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of ions concentrations: (a) small positive and small negative ions, (b) large positive and large negative ions, (c) aerosol concentration, (d) nuclei concentration, and (e) electric charge density.](image)

The ion concentration maxima occur near the surface and at the top of the mixed layer. The ion fluxes are shown in Fig. 3. They are not linear and are strongly variable near the surface (Vinuesa 2007). This is a result of conversion of ions in the presence of aerosol. The flux maxima occur at the heights where the concentration gradient is large. Negative values of the large ion fluxes, both positive and negative, at a height of about 500 m, can be related to the deposition process (Ebel 2007).
Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of the fluxes of: (a) small positive ions, (b) small negative ions, (c) large positive ions, (d) large negative ions, (e) aerosols, (f) nuclei, and (g) electric charge.

The effect of entrainment layer is also marked in the behavior of fluxes. In the case of small ions, it produces the negative flux, while for large ions the positive flux; this is a result of greater concentration of ions in the free atmosphere as compared to that in the mixed layer. At the same time, the changes of ion concentration in time cause an adequate change in the ion fluxes with height.

In the convective boundary layer, there exists a force related to the vertical mass exchanges; the velocity of this exchange may be by two orders greater than the velocity of ions in the electric field. This gives rise to the convection current. Its density,
$J_{\text{con}}$, can be described by the relations $J_{\text{con}} = Kd\rho/dz$, where $K$ is the eddy diffusivity, $\rho$ is the space charge (resultant electric charge on all ions), and $z$ is the vertical coordinate. The occurrence of this current affects the budget of electric currents in the surface layer and modifies the vertical profiles of the atmospheric electricity parameters: electric field $E$ and electric conductivity of the air $\lambda$. The convection current determined from the model has large fluctuations up to a height of 400 m. The reason may be sought in the physics of the upward ion transport up to a height they attain during their life span. This height will grow with growing aerosol concentration.

4. Conclusions

The model enables us to analyze temporal and spatial changes of ion and aerosol concentrations for quasi-steady state, depending upon the parameters of the CBL. The eddy diffusivity parameter used in the model takes into account the local, non-local, and entrainment factors, rendering it possible to separate these factors in the main ion flux and the electric currents corresponding to them.

The effect of convection and turbulence in the boundary layer on atmospheric electricity parameters may be considerable, as confirmed by preliminary model results. Ions traveling in the electric field are also carried upwards by thermals to reach the top of the mixed layer, and then transported back to the surface by the downdrafts fluxes. This process generates the convective electric current whose value, under certain conditions, can be large as compared to the conduction current $J_{\text{con}} = \lambda E$ related to the motion of ions in the field $E$ alone (Markson 1981).

The preliminary results show considerable variations of the ion profiles near the surface, and in the mixed layer (large ions). The ion fluxes are non-linear and have distinct maxima near the surface and in the mixing layer (large ions). This may be the effect of conversion of ions during their fast bottom-up transport, processes in the entrainment layer, and their slower top-down transport.

With this model, it will be also possible to draw conclusions about the magnitude of local effects evoked by the convective layer onto the atmospheric electricity parameters measured near the Earth surface.

The former models have been assuming a linear coefficient $K$ and have not accounted for the large aerosol concentrations and temperature gradient which limited their applicability in case of polar and marine situations. From interpretation of atmospheric electricity parameters $E$, $\lambda$, and $J_{\text{con}}$ in surface stations it follows that these are the situations in which the values of convective electric current are expected to be large and difficult to be directly measured, as a function of height in particular.

The model presented here enables us to study and analyze the impact of convective layer on the atmospheric electricity parameters. Further investigations will be focused on the interpretation of these relationships as a function of the mixing height, surface heat flux, geostrophic wind, and aerosol concentration.
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Researches on a relationship between the lower atmosphere electricity and solar wind (SW) changes are still meager and delayed in comparison to impressive advances in investigations of the magnetosphere and ionosphere (M-I) dependence on these changes. Remarkable increase of the knowledge on the SW–M-I coupling seems to open new possibilities for a more effective study of the SW effects on the vertical component of electric field (Ez) and electric current (Jz) monitored near the Earth surface. These effects are still not much known and understood in spite of their potential utility in studies of physical processes involved in weather and climate changes in the lower atmosphere. Although some correlations between the SW–M-I and the corresponding atmospheric electricity parameters have been established, on the basis of station observations in the Antactida, as statistically significant, the number of data on direct physical dependences between them in individual cases is still very scarce. The shortage of systematic atmospheric electricity observations is particularly drastic in the Arctic, despite the fact that at high latitude regions of Northern Hemisphere the modern M-I investigation facilities have been implemented and are in service for a long time.

¹ The full text is prepared for publication
This paper presents the results of investigation of ground-based electric field, Ez, and current, Jz, response to solar wind changes in the Arctic and in middle latitudes on the basis of the recordings at Hornsund (Spitsbergen) and atmospheric electricity observations at Świder (Poland). Individual events were demonstrated in considerable number for selected coincidences with various M-I states and configurations that were actually imposed by solar wind. Also, cases of average and individual daily Ez and Jz variations for fair-weather in coincidence with quiet magnetic conditions were used, mainly for comparison. The electric ground-level recordings were presented on the background of data on corresponding concurrent solar wind and M-I changes obtained by internet from satellite missions, the magnetic station networks, coherent polar radars, riometer nets and other sources. This approach allowed to discern and show some features of the possible polar and middle latitude Ez and Jz responses to characteristic SW–M-I changes. (Few fragments from subtropical Vietnamese-Polish atmospheric electricity recordings at Sa-Pa in Vietnam are supplementarily used, although they were with limited background of geophysical conditions. It is to be noted that long-term continuous recordings at Sa-Pa and Phu-Lien are waiting to be accessible from Vietnamese Institute of Oceanology in Hanoi, Vietnam.)

Various repeatedly occurring solar wind effects on Ez and Jz variations were revealed by their comparison with corresponding ones in undisturbed, fair-weather and magnetically quiet conditions. The Ez variation events were preceded by changes mainly in solar wind, interplanetary magnetic field intensity and in its orientation, in solar wind pressure, solar wind electric field intensity and its orientation, and in solar wind velocity and density. The recorded effects extend previous observations largely, not only in number and diversity of their signatures, but first of all in pointing out their relations to solar wind and corresponding M-I configuration changes. In some examined cases, the solar wind changes might be compared in an extent with the changes in ionosphere potential distribution estimated by the known empirical models, and by conductivity changes in and below the ionosphere, produced by energetic particle precipitation, partly shown by the riometer indications. All these factors affect the Ez values. In the polar region, most of the presented Ez effects were found for the first time during the main and recovery phases of geomagnetic substorms, during sudden enhancement of geomagnetic storms, and even at quiet magnetic conditions. The first-time detected occurrences at mid latitudes of the impressive individual Ez responses to the main phase of magnetic storms are especially remarkable. Their striking large amplitudes, sometimes comparable to the total ground-level values in the global electric circuit, and quite long duration, up to one or two hours, have to be taken into account in extension of present models of the global electric current circuit (GECC) in the lower atmosphere.

The findings gathered in this study show that the ground-level electric measurements are able to bring very interesting data on the lower atmosphere dependence on solar wind changes, most often via magnetosphere-ionosphere effects. On the other hand, they allow to increase significantly our knowledge on global electric current circuit in the lower atmosphere. Since the GECC in the lower atmosphere and the solar wind imposed magnetosphere current circuits are closed by common ionosphere medium, a joint treatment of them is justified, at least in the studies of electrical coupl-
ings of the lower atmosphere with the SW–M-I system. A suggestion of preliminary, very simplified but common model of the global electric current circuit in lower atmosphere and the general model of electric current circuit in the near geospace was put forward.
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